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VOLUME lfi

.ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAY

WESTERN TRIP
OF ROOSEVEL 7

f

end gentlemen were pleasantly entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Felipe Hubbell. The people of
Pajarlto and Padillas turned out en
masse to meet the bishop at Isleta
and escorted htm to Pajarlto.
Men Torpedo Factory Explodes With
on horsbaek formed a guard of honor,
followed by a long line of carriages.
Fatal Results.
Arches had been erected all along the
road and the town of Pajarlto was
bright with flags and bunting. At the
Hubbell home a beautiful arch had FIRE DESTROYS GOULD'S HORSES
been erected, with the national colors
prominently displayed. The interior
of the house and the table decora- Destructive Forest Fires in the State
tions were in white lilacs.
of Pennsylvania.
Kentucky Derby.
Louisville, May 2. The Kentucky
derny, mile and a quarter, was won ty
DAILY CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.
Judge Hlmes, by a length. Early was
second and Bourbon third. It is estimated that 25,000 people witnessed the
Cleveland, Ohio, May 2. The
Topeka, May 2. The president was Is rumored that he will take advantage race.
Kohl torpedo factory at Case ave- - X
up and stirring about his car at the of the opportunity to demand of the
nue and Crane street, blew up
NOTICE.
Union Pacific station this morning fif- holy father the appointment of another
shortly after noon today, result- Mr.
F.
J.
Ohde is not authorized to
teen minutes before the time sched- German cardinal.
lng in the loss of re"cr.il lives. A N
act as agent of the Central Labor
uled for the departure of the train. He
large number of persons are re- Union and should not be recognized
appeared at the rear platform and
FOURTH OF JULY.
ported Injured.
The explosion
as
such.
M
ROUT.
ASSET,
after chatting with Senator Long a
was terrific and the factory was
Central
Labor
Union
Will Picnic That
H. H. WNYKOOP,
few moments was presented to the
President.
lompietvlr demolished. Several
Day at Fair Grounds.
Secretary.
6tnall crowd gathered to see hltu off.
nearby buildings were also de- The
appointed
committee
Monday
at
Congressman Curtis made tho
strayed and windows broken
nigat's
meeting
Mayor's
of
Presidential
Day
Central
the
Labor
ProclamaThe president said::
throughout the entire neighbor- union
made arrangements last night
tion.
"I will not attempt to make o. speech
hood. Fire broke out in the de- A. A. Trimble and Billy Berry,
Whereas, The president of the Unit V brls immediately
to you, but simply to wish you good with
after the explo- managers
of
er".
park,
the
Athletic
for
States Is to visit out city on Tues
the
morning and tell you that 1 have had a
slon
general
a
and
alarm was
privilege
4
of
park
July
the
and 5, day, May 5, 1903, and it is the pleasgood time in Topeka. I want to say to
turned In. The flames were soon
when
labor
the
unions
city
of
the
will
ure
and
nf
every
duty
to
you that part of this time has been a
citizen
Join
brought under control, however,
in extending a cordial welcome to the
very lively one and that last evening celebrate and picnic.
and
the firemen turned their at- will
be
The
affair
ora
little on the
chief officer of our great nation, and
In driving from the governor's resitention
to the rescue of the vie- der of a fair. The lalor people have especially to ore for whom, as a man
dence to the auditorium, I rode about begun
tlms.
arrangements
their
early,
as
as
well
a
and
president,
all of us feel
the liveliest gait of the trip and I don't
Up to a late hour this after- It is bound to be a success. It will the warmest admiration, affection and V
think I ever saw such fast running suffice
noon
it was impossible to learn
for Albuquerque's Fourth of respect, inspired by his high qualities
policemen as you have here in Topeka,
the exact number or the names of
July
celebration.
ue
There
will
a
as
a
statesman,
ball
a
patriot
an
Amerand
and I want to now shake hands with
the victims of the explosion. So X
game and athletic feats, races and ican.
one of the sprinters."
much excitement has prevailed
many
sports.
other
Under the grand
Now, therefore, I, the mayor of the
'
He then reached over the railing
around the scene of the disaster
stand
will
refreshments
be
city
served
Albuquerque,
of
and
hereby
do
order
and gave a hearty shake to the hand on Saturday
that definite Information could X
evening, July 4, there will and proclaim that Tuesday, May 5,
of a big colored policeman who was
not be secured. The police and
within distance. After chatting with be dancing at orchestrion hall. On 1903, from. 12 o'clock noon until the
fire officials were, however, In- Sunday
following
the
Fourth,
a
president
similar
leaves
city,
a
the
shall
be
a friend or two on the platform, the program
to believe that reports con- - V
clined
repeated
exbe
public
win
with
holiday
the
within
city,
said
and
president withdrew Into the car, the
cernlng
the numler of killed and X
ception
of
dancing.
Instead of the all banks, stores, offices and other
train pulling out promptly at 8 o'clock dancing a the
Injured were exaggerated. They
musical
places
concert
be
will
of
business
shall
be
closed,
and
for Sharon- Springs, where he will
said that, all told, probably thirty X
it Is urged and requested that every
spend 8unday... A drizzling rain which given In the hall.
persona had been taken to hoepl X
Is
nun
riieie
seventeen
woman
In
city
and child
unions in Uian.
the
he
proved of short duration, set In just as
city
the
greet
a
prog- X tale. Of these, probably from six X
and
few
out
to
president
In
weeks
see
the
bis
will
the president saw the last of North that number
to ten will die from their Injuries. X
increased to about twen- ress through the town, and that all
Topeka.
ty. The central has a membersnip of buildings, public and private, along X Up to this hour only one dead
753, which will give sufficient support the announced line of his drive, be dec X body, that of an unknown woman,
Spoke to the Student.
has been taken from the ruins, It
Manhattan, Kan., May 2. The spe- to make the coming celebration a orated In honor of the occasion, and
V Is believed that a number of
grand
visievery
affair.
give
to
be
made
effort
that
cial train bearing President Roosevelt
others will be found when the fac- ble and outward evidence of our un
arlved here at 10 o'clock. Although
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
animous appreciation of a great offic- X tory debris is removed. The ex- - 3k
the weather was threatening a large
X plosion Is said to have
keen
er and a great man.
crowd was at the station.
All the
X caused by one of the employes
George
Crane,
pressman
the
of
mayor's
In
The
at
office
the
Done
th
business houses were closed. The bat
talion of the agricultural college, con Citizen office, left last night for El city of Albuquerque, this 2nd day of X stepping on some powder on the
X floor of the factory. The list of
sisting of 400 students and the college Paso, where he will visit his sister for May, A. D. 1903.
couple
a
X the dead and Injured, as far as
days.
of
Mayor.
MYERS,
C.
F.
band, were on hand. The president
A telegram was received by O. W.
known, follows:
Attest:
spoke for about fifteen minutes.
Strong & Sons, dated Bluewater, N.
The dead: Mrs. Cohn, died en
HARRY F. LEE. Clerk.
M., directing them to meet delayed No.
route to the hospital.
Roosevelt and Root Speak.
The Injured: Mrs. J. P. Miller, X
Junction City, Kan., May 2. About 2 train from California this afternoon
SCOURING MILLS.
A special meeting of the Retail
Miss Fannie Ixipsio, two un- 12,000 people greeted the president
X known women,
during his brief stop here. President Clerks' union Is called for Sunday aftunknown man, X
two boys about 8 or 9 years old, X
Koosevelt and Secretary of War Root ernoon at 2 o'clock In Knights of
two small children. AH are un- - X
each made short talks. The party re Pythias hall. A full attendance Is de- Another Albuquerque Enterprise IS
sired.
conscious, stunned by the explo- - V
mained here fifteen minutes.
Special communication of Temple
X slon. Mrs. Anna Stone and two X
Ready for Business.
lodge. No. 6, A. F. and A. M., this eveAbilene Celebrated.
children, Mrs. A. W. Horwitz,
Abilene, Kan., May 2. The presi ning at 7 o'clock. Work In the M. M.
William Cole, son of the proprle- - X
dent's train stopped for a moment at degree. Visiting brethren cordially InLOCATED NEAR WOOLEN MILLS.
X tor of the factory, left arm blown
Chapman, shortly before reaching Abi vited. By order of the W. M. Robert
off. Unknown boy, aged 10 years, X
lene. A brass band and 200 people Abraham, secretary.
unknown man need 25 years; the
greeted the president as he appeared
Joseph Mollno, who was injured sev-erThe Albuquerque Wool Scouring
two latter wnl die.
on the platform of his car. At Abilene
months ago on the railroad by be- company, yesterday afternoon, finish
a handsome arch covered his passage. ing hit In the head, was operated upon ed scouring their first batch of wool In
school girls threw flowers in his path by Dr. Osuna, at the St. Joseph's
their new and larger quarters near the
OISTRICT
COURT.
today. He Is getting along nicely. plant of the Rio Grande Woolen com
and an Immense crowd greeted him.
"A dispatch received here this morn- pany.
Senator Burton greeted the president
. ....
FUl
beveral members of the Twentieth ing states that Maria Pino, sister of
iue company s new building
is a
Kansas regiment acted as escort. The Marclso Pino, of Cavera. died at that
wood affair and gives a Commissioners'
Case Before Mge
decorations were beautiful and abund place yesterday.
much larger floor space than did the
ant. A cowboy band furnished the
Sometime ago Mrs. John Cuneo, ful- old plant. Here a much larger busi
Baker This Morning.
filling a request of Fred Burrus em- ness will be done than ever before.
music.
bodied In his will, left at The Citizen Carpenters and painters are still at
On a trip to California.
office a $10 bill to be given to the
work about the premises, and by next
MOTION TO QUASH OVERRULED.
Cleveland, Ohio, May 2. The famThe week everything will be finished, so
ous Cleveland Grays, one of the liest money wasBenevolent society.
turned over to a meml.er (hat the wool that comes In will re
known military organizations In Amer of the society,
The case of the territory versus T.
ica, departed on a special train today sent to Mrs. but no receipt has been ceive immediate attention.
The process which the wool goes C. Gutierrez and Severo Sanchez was
on a jaunt to the Pacific coast. The the money Cuneo. An accountant of
to be made to the coiirt, through in order to be cleaned Is a
trip is taken In conjunction with a and Mrs. has
taken up by Judge Baker in the disCuneo
number of other prominent milita y from the society. requests a receipt very simple one. Treasurer V. P. Edle trict court this morning. The
territory
explained to a Citizen representative
organizations of the east. Including
E. J. Barhuni, who has wen the m. the way it was treated. The wool
as claims the act under which these
the ancient and honorable artillery of clent linotype operator
and machinist it comes in from the ranches. Is taken
were appointed by the legisla
Boston, the governor's foot guard of at The
Citizen office the past year, to the second floor of the building. ture as
county commissioners of Ber- New Haven and the Richmond Light accompanied by
his estimable wife' where girls sort it into four grades,
Infantry Blues. The Itinerary pro- will
county Is null and void.
leave tonight for Los Angeles, the after which it is fed Into th rtMntr nallllo
vides for stops on the trip to and fiom desire being
The motion to quash was argued by
on the part of the couple where all the loose dirt is taken out. Attorney W. B.
California at Kansas City, Topeka, to get as
Childers for the re- near the setting sun as possl- - From there it goes down to the first spondents.
Santa Fe, Denver, Colorado Springs ble. The
On this motion it was con
Citizen
floor
can
say
a
into
goes
self
feeder
truthfully
and then
and other Important points.
(for the office has tried several alWert into a number of bowls, whereit It In tended that the writ under the partlc
ular proceedings as brought was imcrackerjacks)
that Mr. Barnnm w. treated w ith Roan and wntor nnrf
Kaiser Visits Rome.
providently Issued and that it should
Rome, May 2 The emperor of Ger- the truest and best machinist-operato- r
lca's. The wool then takes an eleva-tha- t
ever held a position In the office, tor and goes over Into another self be treated now as a rule to show cause
many, accompanied by a large suite,
and therefore tho allowance of the
arrived in Rome today ou a visit to and his departure is regretted.
No , feeder, where it is fed into a drier, writ was in the discretion
of the
friction
of any kind existed his wife's anl from there it Is sacked up and
King Victor Kmmanuel.
The first
Cnlirt that
Dh,t.l
... v the
.....
D1IW1J11I
health
is
paramount
ready
issue,
for
use.
This Is the process In presentation of authorities reviewU1JUII
feature of an elaborate program of enand they
the
will
find
relief,
with The Citizen's a ut shell.
tertainment Is a brilliant illumination
matter and deny the allowance of the
year this company scoured over writ.
of the Forum tonight. Monday the wishes for prosperity and happiness,
4,000,000 pounds, and h mmin
emperor will lay the first stone of the In the lower altitude of Los AneeW
This contention was based noon tho
pedestal for Goethe's statue, a gift A competent gentleman will be assign, ' son expect to do a mn. h
i.n.i. allegation that tbe
ed
to
position
the
made vacant by tne ne88
The plant has a capacity of sought by the solicitor writ was not
from him to the city of Rome, and
general of the
0.000 pounds In twenty-fou- r
which is to be erected at the junction departure of Mr. Barnum.
hours.
territory as its sovereign act, but on
The
officers of the company are:
of the approach of Mont Pincilo and
the relation of private parties, and
Children Confirmed.
President J. H. Bearrup.
the People's Square. A military reBishop Pitaval confirmed the cbii.
tnat
the effect to be given the nleart- Secretary
view and a court reception will be dren of Pajarlto
and Treasurer V. P. lngs was very different If
and Los Padillas ves- - Luie.
treated n
other features of the program. The terdav.
not the act of the sovereign. District
H
was
Vice President and Manager James
emperor plans to visit the pope and It
Attorney Clancy insisted that the writ
Fathers Dor be and Railler. The rever- - Wilkinson.
was signed by the authority of the bo- -

LIVES LOST

intends Spending: Sunday in
western Kansas.

AN EASTERN MILITARY COMING WEST
The Emperor of Germany Is Visiting the
King of Italy.
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licitor general, and that the writ
should be treated as though It was
brought as a direct proceeding by the
solicitor general and as a proceeding
Initiated by him alone.
The court overruled the motion to
quash the writ, and the defense Immediately filed Its answer to the writ. In
which they set up that they were duly
appointed to the offices they held by
the legislature, and also pleaded that
the legislature had full power and authority to enact the law under which
they held office.
The territory then demurred to the
answer as Insufficient to constitute defense, which raises the vital question
In the case, which 1b, that the law set
up Is unconstitutional and void, as It
conflicts with the bprtnger act of congress, which provides that the legislature shall enact no special or local
laws to regulate the affairs of the
counties, and shall not grant to Individuals or- - corporations any special
privileges or franchises. It Is along
this line the fight Is being pursued.
The hearing Is still on tuis afternoon.
The case of Charles K. Newhall,
agent for the stockholders of the defunct Albuquerque National bank, versus Neln B. Field on a promissory
note for vuO, was uecided in favor of
the plaintiff. The defendant claimed
that he had made settlement with the
receiver of the bank for all of his Indebtedness. The plaintiffs based their
case on the proposition that the statement Included direct Indebtedness to
the bank and not the Joint Indebtedness. Judge Baker ordered judgment
for the amount of the note and Interest, which amounts to nearly $1,300.
Mrs. Blanche Burg has been granted
a divorce from her husband on the
ground of desertion.
Forest Fires.
Coudersport,
Pa.,
2. The
May
charred body of Edward Hill was today found near Oleana. He evidently
met death In the forest Are which
swept the Kettle Creek territory yesterday.
Great damage has been
wrought by the forest fires in this vicinity. ;The town of Cross Forks Is
threatened with destruction. The saw
and planing mill of the Lackawanna
Lumber company has been destroyed,
together with a number of cars. The
loss thus far Is estimated at about
$1,000,000.

ST. LOUIS IS
CELEBRA TING
The Third Days9 Dedicatory

Ceremonies,

BALTIMORE CONFEDERATE MONUMENT
An Alarming

Increase of Cancer In Through'
out the Emerald Island.

St. Louis. May 2. A crash of aerial
bombs at 10:30 o'clock notified tho
throngs of spectators who lined
l
boulevard westward from Grand
avenue to the world's fatr grounds, a
distance of three mile, that the civic
parade, the first of the spectacles of
the ceremonies of the final day had begun tts march toward the reviewing
stand whereon were seated the visit
ing governors.
When the pageant moved off It was
conservatively estimated that fully 30,- 000 men were In line. The parade was
mado up of veterans of the Mexican
and civil wars, various military organl-zattons, city officials, various mercan-- '
tile associations and hundreds of prominent business men, educational institutions, secret societies and various
other organizations.
There were a
number of handtome floats in the parade.
Lin-del-

1

CONFEDERATE MONUMENT.
Baltimore Dedicates a Handsome Monument to the Lost Cause.
Baltimore, May 2. The handsome
monument erected In
confederate
Mount Royal avenue by the Daughters
of the Confederacy was unveiled today
with Interesting ceremonies and In the
presence of a large thiong 1? fcpeita-tors- .
Capt. O. W. Booth, of the Maryland Society of the Army and Navy of
the Confederate States, made the presentation speech and the oration of
the day was delivered by Capt.
Howard.
The monument Is the work of Sculp
tor F. W.
The base Is of
highly polished Missouri granite. The
monument Itself Is of bronze and consists of the figure of a young soldier,
wounded and dying, but supported in
the arms of Fame. On the front face
of the base Is the Inscription: "To the
soldiers and sailors of Maryland In the
service of the Confederate states p
"
America;
.

y

Gould's Horses Burned.
Great Neck, L. I., May 2. Two negro stable boys and thirty-twvaluable
horses were burned to death in a fire
which destroyed the stable on Gould's
Rockaway estate today. The financial
loss will amount to between $40,000
and $50,000.
o

HON. HILARIO SANDOVAL.

third; Chas. Vorhes, short; Ross
left; Quler, center; Ortls, right.
The First Regiment band will enliven the occasion )y frequent music
tuat will be pleasing to hear. Be sure
to attend and see a good afternoon's
Mer-rit- t,

8 port.

Band Concerts.
The Italian band of this city, which
is under contract to furnish music at
the RobinBon park every Sunday evening for the coming lour months, wui
give the first concert of the season to
morrow afternoon commencing at 4:00
o'clock and lasting for two hours. By
special request the oand will repeat
the Bame program which they rendered at their third annual concert
and ball.
Program.
March, "Golden Gate". .Emllio Rlvela
Overture, "Something Dolng".F. Beyer
Clarionet solo Grand Fantastla,
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp",...
T. H. Rollinson
Professor Ramirez.
Grand Selection, "Faust"
Gounod
Hiawatha
.J. B. Lamp
Trombone solo, "Rlcordl Primave- Lulgl d'Aloe
rlll. Fantasia
O. Formica.
R. H. Barker
Walts, "Majestic"
.
Jolly Tllecksr-ltV.- -.
March,
....A. L. Maresh
B. RAMIREZ,
Director.

While we extend bur sincere thanks
to the subscribers for their liberal
support, we also promise to do our
best In order to meet our obligation
toward the public.
ED. FLUKE,
Manager.
BEN D1UNEO,
JOHN SELVA.
RALPH DAMIANO.
Committee.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

1801-1805.-

No police court this morning.
The city council w'.U meet Monday
This Prominent Citizen Dnad From Alarming Increase of the Dread Dis- evening.
J. P. Dalrs, of Las Vegas. Is In the
ease In Ireland.
"
Bright's Disease,
London. May 2. The most Impress Dtifca City.
Sheriff W a KlngeU hag reirnej
Ive and alarming tacts and figures,
0
showing how widespread cancer has the Ancient.
DIED EARLY THIS MORNING.
E. S. St urges and J. E. Halsey, of
becoClA, Ar contained. In a special report Just received by the registrar of Gallup, are here on business.
James D. Eakln, of Mellnl ft Eakln4
marriages, births and deaths Id Irfl
Hon. Hilarlo Sandoval, well known land.. Ireland lost nearly
3,000 of Its was a West bound passenger last
as the former Cahezon merchant and citizens through cancer In 1901, being night.
Fred. Diamond, formerly of this city.
sheep raiser, died at his residence, No. at the rate of 6.5 per 10,000 of the pop
403 North Fourth street, at 2 o'clock. ulation. In county Armagh the death now of Los Angeles, is on a visit to his
old friends here.
rate Is as high as 10.2.
this morning after five years suffering
The steady increase in the recorded
The New Mexico University will be
with Bright's disease. The remains mortality from cancer In all three por- closed on Tuosday In honor of Presiare resting at the residence and will tions of the United Kingdom Is very dent Roosevelt visit.
G. W. Stubbs, of the Jura-TriaCop
be in care of Undertaker Borders until remarkable, and, In fact, aa Europe
per company, has returned to the city
the burial, which will be determined tells the Bame tale.
The mortality Is growing year by from the Scnorito camp.
on the arlval of his son, E. M. San
year, In spite all medical science can for the purpose of taking in charge
doval, the oldest child, who Is on the
lue body of Herbert Rice, a consumpRio Puereo, about forty miles west of do.
In Bavaria the rate has risen during tive, who died on the train.
the city.
past ten years from 8.9 to 9.9; In
A. C. Thomas and wife of Maerta-A messenger was sent out to carry the
Holland
from 7.9 to 9.3; In Norway lena, are In the city visiting with his
t..e sad news to the son, anu he is exfrom 6.1 to 9.2; in Austria from 5.4 to mother, Mrs. R. B. Thomas.
pected to return this afternoon.
7.0 In Prussia from 4 5 to 6.1, and in
M. Thomas, of the Jerome mine, San
The deceased was a brother of Ale4.3 to 5.2.
Italy
from
Acaclo
district, is In the city, and will
jandro and J. M. Sandoval and a memThe same steady Increase Is record- remain until tne president's visit.
ber of one of the oldest and most In flu- In America.
The family of William Dunbar, tha
entlal Spanish families of the Rio ed
Women
slightly
sheep man, has moved in to the
Chilill
suffer
more
seriousGrande valley. He was prominent In ly
than men, and the disease Is most city and are living on Walter street
politics, having on two different occafatal in those advanced In years. In
Will Ments, traveling solicitor for
sions been elected to the office of com- many cases
those attacked are carried the Washington Life Insurance com- missioner of Bernalillo county.
He orr with remarkable rapidity. In 1901 pany, left for the west this forenoon
made a neat fortune as mercnant and 77t persons in
Ireland were not 111 on the flyer.
sheep raiser at Cahezon and at his more than
six months, and 873 for less
J. M. Sandoval, assessor, w ho Is con.
was
death
considered a wealthy man. than a year. No explanation is fur- tending
for office, has opened an
About a year ago he moved his fam- nished of the fact
that the disease is office In old town in Mrs. Werner's
ily to Albuquerque, expecting to give .nost
fatal among farmers and labor- house. Mariuno Arniijo y Otero Is In
his children the benefit of good schools ers.
charge as deputy.
and possibly regain his fast failing
Jose Gutierrez y Garcia, of Alamehealth. His herds of sheep were given
Base Ball Tomorrow.
Manager Berry says there wll be da. New Mexico, has been granted a
over to the care of his son.
pension of $t! per month, with back
He was 54 years obi anil leaves a something
doing Sunday afternoon l ay
from March 24, 1902.
wife and five children, ranging In age at the fair grounds when the Santa
Morgan O. Llewellyn, the territorial
from a child of a few years to a son Fe Pacific shops base ball team cross surveyor general,
and Norman L. King
bats with the Old Albuquerque Reds.
of 25.
have returnel to Santa Fe after a
The Santa Fe Pacific team will line short stay
on the Pecos reserve.
Harvard Won.
up as follows: Wilson, catcher; Moore
Col. R. E. Twltchell. of Lag Vegas,
Philadelphia, May 2. The Intercol- and Boals, pitchers and left field;
came In from the north on the flyer tolegiate shoot betwen Harvard, Prince- Bergette, first; Patterson,
second;
ton, Pennsylvania and Yule here to- nellwegg, third; Barrett, Bhort; Dona- day. He says quite a crowd will attend
the Roosevelt reception at Santa F
day was won by Harvard, with a total hue, center; Nelson, right.
from Las Vegas, and It Is his opinion
of 200 out of a possible 250; Princeton
The Reds will play rtolla Stevens,
second, with 197; Pennsylvania third, catcher; Shepard, pitcher; Cosgrove, that the Raton delegation and a few
from Las Vegas will come on to Albi.
with 173; Yale, 172.
first; Beit Vorhes, second; Jones,; querque.
SCOURGE

OF CANCER.

"j

s

11IK ALBUQUEKQt'K DAI1.1
ruler ....e King Edward or President

Spring Winds Are Disagreeable!
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our Almond 'iii
Is t VOMKK. Ladie.i
h IIh.M Cn-mi- i
become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it, do so.

zolnmul Vlt

...

ALVAWADU PMARMACV,
H. H. BRIUOS & CO..
Colorado, 'Phone 48

Proprietor
Automatic 'Phone 397

SA'IUIUM,

C1T1ZKN.

MAY 2 I90&

1882

tional policy and shapes and moulds
tune action of his administration.

Pratt &

trt

PROSPEROUS TERRITORY.
miles
One thousand and seventy-fou- r
of railroad built.
One million and three hundred thousand acres (if land taken up In homesteads.
s
One hundred and fifty new
added.
This Is tne showing that New Mexico
has made since June 30, 1900, when
the census was finished. This beats
any other portion of the nation of
equal population. It might be well to
put these facts In some of the mottos
greeting the president.

creased from $8.279.764 In 1870 to
$433, bui, 7:f. The bureau works out
some Interesting; perrrntagps. They
HUGHES A McCREIOHT, Publishers show that the percentage of increase
Editor of agricultural production in the thirty
Thou. HurhM
W. T. McOrelght....MgT. and City Editor years was 92.1, while the exports Increased 131.8 per cent during the same
Published Daily and Weekly.
LAST WAR GOVERNOR.
period. The production of manufacThe last of the old war governors
tured articles was enlarged 109.1 per
cent, while exports of manufactures was gathered to his fathers last WedUNION((tABEt
Increased 537.7 per cent during the nesday when Alexander Ramsey died
at his old home In St. Paul. lie had
thirty years.
certainly been a great man and a good
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
man for his country. When Sumpter
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was fired upon It was Governor RamCleveland
doubt
a
drover
Without
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches Is one of the most talked-abnti- t
men of sey, of Minnesota, who offered PresiLargest City and County Circulation the day. Everything he says nowadays dent Lincoln the first thousand men to
The Largeet New Mexico Circulation seems to receive respectful attention defend the union. His patriotism was
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation and his speech at the dedication exer unswerving and he could always be
counted upon as standing for good gov
Copies of this pappr may b found on cises of the St. Louis exposition Is be- ernment. When death claimed him he
of our ing discussed everywhere. Politicians
I
at Washington In B.theO. oDlce
18
reached the ripe age of 88 years,
and editors who have always been un had
reclal N. W.. Wahlnston P.Blfcsers.
C.
having
been born September 8, 1815.
friendly to him are now inclined to
Terms of Subscription.
compliment the
and while
$5.00 it is believed that no one regards Mr. JEMEZ & bOLHHUR KOT SPRINGS
Dally, by mail, one year
STAGE LINE.
2.50 Cleveland's
Dally by mail, six months
nomination by the demo
1.25
Dally, by mall, three month
party even possible, there are Carrleb tne u. a. man; only line with
cratic
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
50
Dally, by mall, one month
hundreds of people possessing a high
60
and drivers; leaves AlbuquerDally, by carrier, one month
order of political Intelligence who ex horses
que every day In the week, except
15
Dally, by carrier, one week
press the opinion that he Is the strong
Sunday, at 5 a. m. For particulars
2.C0
Weekly, by mall, one year
man that could be nominated address W.
est
L. Trimble & Co., agents.
delivered
The Dally Citizen will be
against Roosevelt.
Albuquerque, or J. l.. BLOCK, protn the city at the low rate of 15 cents
prietor, Jemez, N. M.
per week, or for 60 cents per month,
WINNOWING FOR GOLD.
o
when paid monthly. These rates are
having
in
with
Edison Is credited
Alvarado Trio.
less than those of any other dally pa- vented a new
for placer
A special feature of the Sunday eve- per In the territory.
mining where water is unavailable. nlng program will be the 'cello solo.
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on The process of winnowing gold-bea- r
Call Me Thine Own," to be rendered
The Citiaen by notifying us Immed- ing sands and gravei Is as old as the by Mr. Jos. A. Blondin, at the Alvarado
of the pa- history of gold mining. The ancients tomorrow, between 6 and 8 o'clock:
iately of any
per.
employed a blast of air for the separa Overture Poet and Peasant. . .Stipp
tion of the precious metal from the Waltz Anita
Dl Maura
dross with which it Is associated in March Ianthla
Johns
natural deposits, 'ihe process Is In Romance
Menzel
vogue In all
Van Baar
countries Cairo Intermezzo
where water Is so scarce that it can- Overture King Dodo
Dellbes
not be obtained for the concentration "Nalla" Ballet
J
of the precious metl. The San Fran- Cello solo Call Me Thine Own
Halery
cisco Chronicle says that winnowing
Yradier
is the regular method of gold washing La Paloma
Henry
in Lower California and some other "The Colored Major"
parts of Mexico.
are used
Foley's honey ana Tar contains no
n the Colorado and Mojave deserts
opiates
Denver police have closed the policy for working
and can safely be given to
placers
hops In that city.
where water Is not obtainable. The children. Alvarado Pharmacy.
process is simple, but very slow.
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
The peach crop will be light In this
The primitive method of dry washportion ot the Rio Grande valley.
ing was to utilize the natural air cur
The good work of Improving the aprents. If the wind Is strong enough pearance of the school grounds still
enlargVegas
Optic will be
The Lab
It will drive the sand before It, while goes on. The carpenter, with his large
ed and greatly Improved next Monday. tne greater specific gravity of the gold
detail of boys, has completed the work
causes it to drop vertically through of tearing down the old adobe building
wool
Albuquerque
scouring
The
the current. Where no air currents
mills cleaned 4.000,000 pounds of wool exist strong enough for the purpose, a which has been such an eyesore for so
long. The adobe earth has been utilthe past year.
common blanket Is used to create an ized In improving the road leading
artificial current by fanning the air
The printers at Roswell are on a witu it. T.is is the Mexican method north from the school.
The new blue grass lawn is almost
strike and the print shops are locked of dry washing for gold today. But completed
and if it proves a success
up and the editors have gone Ashing.
dry washing with a blanket requires it will add greatly to the appearance
the labor of three men at least, two of the front yards of the school.
Getting In on the ground floor pays. to 'operate the blanket and a
a to
The children are looking forward
The original members of the United serve the stream of
ma- with a great deal of
interest to the
States Steel Corporation who put up terial in front of the current artific president's
visit. The school expects
125,000,000 are about to draw out
ially created. It will be readily under to go en masse and be stationed in
profits.
stood that the ground thus workpd Robinson park, where they will get a
must lie very rich to give even a mod sight of the president as he passes.
Congress has granted a lump sum of erate return to the miners, as only a
On Sunday, at 2:30 p. m., the chil$1,000 to the family of every railway small quantity of auriferous earth can
will have dress parade and salutdren
mall clerk killed while on duty. There lie winnowed in a day. Winnowing ing of
the flag, after which they will
Is no other occupation In the world so machines have been Invented which march
perilous as that of railway mail bear the same relationship to the eco- they to the assembly hall, where
will be treated to some fine music
clerks.
nomics of labor In gold saving as the furnished by the Presbyterian choir
primitive cradle does to other hydraul- from the city.
Senator Depew says the most inter- ic processes employed In placer minJose Vijil, our genial baker, has
esting time of a man's life is from 50 ing.
moved
his family to the school premto 100 years. The Denver Republican
ises and occupies quarters adjoining
says that after that time a man is apt
THE DIFFERENCE.
the bakery.
to go Into prosy details about the
President Iiubet of the republic of
Emmett Lockhart, of El Paso, has
mount of toliacco he has used.
France, Is making a tour through his
country. Crowds gather to see him
The Sicilian Vespers massacre was and greet him and the police and the
a incident In Sicilian history of 1282 army are careful to surround him and
Would oa think it possible that you
during the supremacy of Charles, guard his person from harm. If he could
beilisappointcd in the faceof a womCount of Anjou. A long hidden con- makes any speeches, they are mere an whose shapely shoulders,
and beautispiracy came to a final outbreak perfunctory ones In which not a word ful hair suggest womanly perfection ami
through a gross insult offered a Sicil- or a sentence In regard to the policy beauty? Such disappointment comes
ian woman by a French officer. A terri- of his administration is to be found. Hot seldom when the face turned to you
iiuw
uihiiif ur- ble massacre occurred at Palermo and There Is no discussion of the political
1?5 ing bloti'hesaml
scenes of horrible slaughter followed questions of the day.
ti
m
elsewhere.
King Edward, of Great Britain, is
making a tour of the eastern contiAccording to the budget submitted nent. He is being dined and wined
fn pure blood.
to the house of commons, the expenses and gazed at by people who desire to
Dr. Tierce's
for the British government for the see a live king, but no record Is made
j Oolden Medical
next fiscal year will be $719,770,000, a of any speeches in which he discusses
14 Discovery purl- reduction of $160,000,000 from the pre- the public questions which agitate as
lies the blood,
mm iciuuvcs
vious year. Taking the population of well as interest the English people. No
V.
ac- 1 the corrupt
Great Britain and Ireland as 42.000,000 king has ever made such an address
exper
capita.
The
this about $17
as was made by President Washington
penses of the government of the Unit- when he was about to retire from the
disease. When
ed States for the current year will be presidential office. No European po- the blood is rleansed, pimples, letter,
boils, sores ami other results
$461,495,181, and for the next fiscal tentate has ever made even a short
year beginning July 1, 1903, the appro- speech that lives in the literature of of impure bl(ol, are perfectly aud percuied
priations are $445,194,802. Counting the country, as does the Gettysburg manently
For lhr-ytars I oiff'Trd with thai drradeil
r
as
population
of
the
United
States
the
nit-Mm J Kh D, ot llt
speech of ten minutes made by Abrarcrnia
w.i I11 io try lr pieties
orrcuti
cap80,000,000, this Is about $5.50 per
ham Lincoln. No king or emperor or CuMrn Mi.tu-n- "IPkntrtv
which I tin), Hiid afita, a difference of $11.50 In favor ot president or czar, has ever made an ter
fourteen hot tit- I wax
tkrn
i
h.i
It
year since I ktnpK-'Drntlv mini
the citizens of the United States.
address such as was made by Presi- taking your
itir ant it has never appealed
your
iue tt womlet In) cure
think
nice
dent McKinKy at Buffalo, discussing
I tiui, will lake it
ml hope nlhrr.. ulh iiiik
GROWING COUNTRY.
rclit-vd iI their sutlering
ml
public questions and foreshadowing
Some
most
cures
the
of
remarkable
The treasury bureau of statistics future policies.
by "Golden Medical Discovery,"
President Roosevelt is now touring effected
makes an Interesting comparison of
have been of scrofulous diseases.
the growth of agricultural and manu- this country and is making at least a "I will hit ever lh;mk von tor advising me to
take l)r rieicc'B l.oldeil Medical IhnaMvery."
day
great
In which the
politifacturing production with the exports speech a
write Mis J.m. Murphv. if Honda, Pocuhotiiutt
of agricultural products and manufac- cal questions or some of them are be- Co., low "It hacur-- l me of ch tonic mvroluU
i had doctored lor
twelve yenr Kluitduit;
tures. It'shows that our agricultural ing presented and argued and urged of
the trouble until I wa completely discouraged.
products were valued at $1,958,030,927 upon the attention of the public. A I also had chnn ie oanh.t lot twelve year. 1
ever wai
in KMid ht tlih now U tter ih.tn
In 1870, and that in 1900 they had in- president In this country is the real fttn
In mv file, owny to Ir lu it e t .ldeu Medical
vera) tniiUc ol the ' Jjicov-erI Uk
creased to $3,764,172,700; the exports of leader of his country's Interests and Discovery.
In lore I slopped "
agricultural products during the same he does not hesitate to discuss public
Accept no substitute for "Golden Med.
$835,-hiSquestions In public and have a record ical Discovery." Their is nothing Hjut
period rose from $361,188,483 to
123. In 1870 the value of our pro- made of every word uttered, so that It S3 jood " for diaeaM's of tlie stomach,
ducts of manufacture was $4,232,325,-442- ; can be read and thought over by every blood and lunv.
Dr Hi .)'
i'u. He lets cure d.j- in 1900 It bad swollen to $13,039.-2W.56- . citizen of this land. Instead of being
Exports of manufactures In- - a mere figure head, a mere nominal tiuebtt and Mi k be.ui.u he.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES
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Best

THE

OF

BANK

CMffilEfKfr OF ALBUQUERQUh.

tlllsboro
O.der

CAN DV CATHARTIC

Creamery Butter
Earth.
Solicited.

Bcbi

CAPI TAL, S100.000.00.

Free Delivery
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W, S. STRICKLER, V. P- - and Csehler, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashlsr
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL

The Union
Market

Palatahla, Potent TateOood. ToOoo4,
Never Hieken, Weaken or Orlne, 10c. f Wc. Never
old tn bnlk. The genuine tiMet Mumped ClC.
back.
Guaranteed to aura or your tnii-8terllng Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 596

107 West Gold Avenue.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RAILWAY

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
lu'on callinjc on olil
frim'rts at the
school.
Miss Anna B. Bush has horn transferred anil promoted to a position in
CK50CCH3CrHXKXXNXSX
the land office at I'ui'hlo. Colo. She
will leave here on Sunday for her new
field of lalior. She will lie given a reception this evening hy the employes
of the school. Miss Bush has been
I
employed at the school for the past
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)
VI
three years, during which time she
has made many friends. She is a very
efficient and conscientious employe
and Is a great favorite among the WM. GOETTINQ A CO., Proprietors.
boys and gills. Our best wishes go
with her to her new home.
All kinds of Fresb Areata bandied.
Sausage making a specialty.
Too Great a Risk.
In almost every neigli. orhood someJ.
one has died from an attack of colic
Dealer in
or cholera morbus, often medicine
could be procured or a physician summoned. A reliable remedy for these
(..senses should be kept Bt hand. The
risk is too great for anyone to take.
Colic, Cholera
and i06 WEST KAILROAO
Chamberlain's
AVENUE
ABSTRACTS OF TITL2 TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL ESALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
saved more pain and suffering than
any other medicine in use. It can alIN8URE VOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
ways be depended upon. For sale by
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXEfc AIB
all druggists.
Successor to Balling Bros.
AND ENURE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
vV eacung : Cake : a : Specialty
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
y
AND
We desire patronage, and we
Alvarado.
s
first-clasbaking.
guarantee
;
R. T. Harding and wife. San
207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
H. C. Gooding. I.os Angeles;
MANAGER OF
Cnas. P. Inslee, New York; Emmet
Mason, J. Carson, Denver; A. Bollock,
J. M. Sinclair, San Francisco; Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Meacham. Mrs. David E.
Next Door to First National Bank.
Roland
McLean, John C. McLean,
Meacham, Cleveland; F. P. Burrall,
,
New Telephone 222.
V
Mexico; Robt MacKinnon, Mollie MacKinnon, Marguerite MacKinnon. J.
Worthyton, Utica, N. Y.; S. C. WilWest Railroad Avenue.
liamson. Trinidad; Edward O. Smith,
New York; Gayne Drummond, U. S.
Oeol. Survey; H. H. Lee, Denver.

J.

M. riOORE

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY

Fran-cIbco-

Albuquerque Abstract Company

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

AlbuquerQiie Foundry and Machine Works

Sturgec' European.
J. A. Fltzpatrlck, Los Angeles; E.
Sturgls, J. E. Halsey, Gallup; J. M.
Bland, Needles; J. F. Halliran, W. F.
Barnes, San Francisco; J. W. Miller,
Jemez Springs; A. Sanberg, Alfred
Bonander, L. Turney, C. Nelson; W
Maxwell, Kennedy;
Mrs. Eckerman,
Denver; A. Apache, Arizona.
Metropolitan.
Guy Choate, St. I.ouis; Geo. Powers,
Boone, Iowa; Chas. Klotz, Buffalo, N.
Y.; Harry Badstubner, Crossett, Ark.;
J. N. Zarnes and wife, Denver.
Mrs.
1).

Hotel Highland.
Oertnide S. Sampson,
Flowers, El Paso.

Wlns-C-

ft P.

Old Pbone 69
New Phone 152.
Residence, New Pbone 353.

...J. W. EDWARDS...
Tbe Veteran

HALL, Proprietor

'

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

Office and Parlors

Holler Mills and Elevator

18

307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
Open Day and Night.
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Grand Central.
Walter I). Vaughan, Philadelphia;
S. B. Copy, Kansas City.

Summer Suit
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Made at

Will Cure Consumption.
A. A. Herren, of Finch, Ark., writes,
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
prepartion for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I Know that It has cured consumption in the first stages." Alvarado

WILLIAM

Pharmacy.

GLEASNER

Citizen "want ads" bring results.
HROFESIONAL

CARDS

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
N. T. Artnijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. tn.; 1:30 p,
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
mail. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
'phone 62.
Edmund J. Alger,

D. D.

THE TAILOR

JS

DENTISTS.
W. V. Wolvln, p. D. .,
Dental Surgeon Sauta Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phones.

216

SOUtD

1- -2

Second St.

Mm
flffiK'"

Albuquerque;

Early Risers

The famous little pills.

When you want to buy Flour and BraD, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M
THE JOHN BEOKEh, OO , Props.

8.

Office hnurn, 8:30
Rnllroud avenue.
a. mil to lii:3ft p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Telephone 4G2. Appointments made by
tnau.

Siifl

LAWYERS.
C. Hodey
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AAlbuquerque. N.
M. Prompt attention Riven to h
Imslneas
pertalnlriK to the profession. Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United Statee land offlce.

Bernard

Ira M. Bond
42 F street N. W..
WimhiiiKton. r. t;. I'enalona. lamia, patent. rui'VrlKhtt,, ravials. letter patent
ATTORNK

'

ij

jj

1

trade marks, claims.

William D. Lee

iKt-i-

1

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 8OLICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.

on

-

Itii--

N.

?14 South Second Street.

For

gold-bearin- g

Would You Think It?

Co.

"Formonthi f ha4
tmnttlowltn myotm'h
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
ftnt nnrrl all kind of medirln' i. Mr vngu haa
an grm m grat m? breath having
artnallr
Jas. Heekln ft Co.'s Coffees,
b"n
ft bad odor. Two weks agn
fr:tid rrmnnifndrrj
Caararota and after uatng thrm can willingly and
Granite Flour.
cheerfully aaf that they hve entirely cured tne. I
I shall recommend
therefore let yon know
them to any one Buffering that
frrm turn troubles."
Cbaa. It. UalpuD.lW KiTingtou 81., New York, NT.
Staple and Fancy Groceries

post-office-

1

1903

BAD BREATH F. G.

IxHiliet, our president Is the man who
nnauy decides all questions ot interna-

ATTOIIN'EY-AT-I.AW- .
T. Arm Mo huUillnn.

Offlce. room T. N
Will practice tn al

the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

Albuquerque, N.
Klrnt National Bank building.

ATTORNKY-AT-I.A-

M. Offlce.

Frank W. Clancy
riwmi f and

ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

T. Arrnijo building. Albuquerque,
.

S.

N

N. M.

E. W. Dobson

Offlce, Cromwell
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW-

'

jjj Ijffl) ''(jjii .intnl
Cheap California Trip

!JiigiJ

111)

In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably.
Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

John H. Stingle
ATTORNEY-A-

T

Albuquerque, N.

J

Room 17,

I. AW.
M.

Cromwell block,

PHYSICIANS.
Di . J. E. Bronion
Homeopathic phynlclnn.

Writing

To
Los Angeles,

San Francisco
Bloc

Inquire of loctl asent

Santa Fe

You will

like the

Service

f.j.
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Failroad Topics I
W. R. Ilrown, traveling freight agent
of the Santa Fe railway system with
office at El Paso, Texas, Is In the city
today.
It la reported that there Is a great
lack of passenger coaches on the
Ejanta Fe coast lines. The shops t
San Dernardino are kept very busy repairing old coaches.
For some time tne Pennsylvania
lines have been carrying on experiments with steel ties, hut have come
to the conclusion that the best wooden
tie Is much superior to the steel tie for
all ordinary purposes.
The steam railroad securities of the
United States amount to $11,700,000,-000- .
The total of railroads and "trusts"
Is thus 15,450,000,000, or more than a
fourth of the total wealth of the United States according to the census.
Switch engine No. 2344, which has
been doing some strenuous work the
past fortnight bumping around the
local yards and making a great deal of
noise to the displeasure of the guests
of the Alvarado, Is to take a little rest
In the shops and receive a needed
dressing.
Statistics prepared by the Interstate
commerce commission show that during the last year 938 persons were
killed In railroad wrecks In the United
States, and 11.873 were Injured. The
claim department Is becoming one of
the most important features of the
railway service.
Walt L. Wheeler, who has been assistant foreman of the Santa Fe ice
house at Las Vegas for some months
past, has gone to WlnBlow, Ariz., to
take charge of the company's Ice
house at that place. A man will be
sent to Las Vegas from La Junta to
succeed Mr. Wheeler.
cars of steel
There are thirty-fivrails and other steel and iron track
material at Kennedy station for the
Santa Fe Central railway. Sixty more
cars of rails are now en route between
Kansas City and Kennedy on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway for
the Santa Fe Central.
It is said that the earnings of the
Mexican Central this year will exceed
$25,000,000, or an increase of over
over last year. In 1902 the
earnings were only $6,000,000, the
figures given being Mexican. There
are not a few owners in the property
who prophesy for it a brilliant future.
The Santa Fe Central railway graders and track layers are constructing
a broad gauge switch from the line of
that road to the depot of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe railroad at Santa Fe. The Denver & Rio Grande
railroad has already built a switch to
conect with the Santa Fe Central
yards.
B. E. Palmer has been appointed superintendent of the Rocky mountain
division of the Northern Pacific, to
succeed Charles Russell, resigned. Mr.
Russell is now superintendent of the
Ilinols division of the Santa Fe. This
is a new division and was created
when the old Chicago division was cut
in two.
Russell Harding, vice president and
general manager of the Missouri-Pacifirailway system, Is in the west on
a tour of inspection. He was In Denver on Thursday. Territorial capital
employes of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad, which is controlled by the
Goulds, owners of the Missouri Pacific, do not know if Mr. Harding contemplates extending his inspection
trip to Santa Fe.
The Santa Fe Railway company has
placed with its agent in this city, F. L.
Myers, a number of illuminated
mounts of the Grand Canyon for sale.
The mounts are so arranged that when
the light falls upon them that a beautiful sunset effect is given. Mr. Myers
has also received sets of platinum
prints of views in the Grand Canyon
which are fine works of art. A set of
four views is sold for 25 cents, that being also the price of the illuminated
mount.
Officials of the Pennsylvania have
under advisement the adoption of a
new air brake that may supplant the
Westlnghouse appliance on all of its
trains, even its fast freight trains.
Tests have been made on the Pitts- e

X

Fifty Years the Standard

burg, Fort Wayne & Chicago in the
use of a device invented by a New
York man and several engines have
been equipped. The new device is
known as the "normal triple valve."
The brake differs from the Westing-house- ,
and It Is stated that the New
York Inventor has refused an offer of
$500,000 for his Invention.
Albuquerque Is to be visited about
the middle of the month by a large
delegation of prominent Pennsylvania
Presbyterian ministers who will stop
In the city for a day while en route to
lxs Angeles to attend the National
Presbyterian assembly, which will be
In session there from May 21 to June
2. Tbey will travel on a special train
and are scheduled to arrive here on
the night of the 16th. They are to lay
over in the city until the evening of
the 17th, when they will continue west.
Wanted.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, If there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
not been cured and we also mean
their results, such aa sour stomach,
formentation of food, habitual
nervous dyspepsia, headaches, despondent teelings, sleeplessness In fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liver? This medicine has been sold for many years In
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
of our books free of cost. If you never
bottried August Flower, try a
tle first. We have never known of Its
failing. If so, something more serious
Is the matter with you. The
size has Just been introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
G. O. Green, Woodbury, N. J, J. H.
O'Rielly & Co.
25-ce-

25-ce-

o

Coming from the West.
George T. Nicholson, passenger traffic manager for the Santa Fe, and the
party of eastern pasenger agents, who
have been his guests while on a tour
of the Pacific coast, will arrive in Albuquerque Tuesday morning in private
car attached to passenger train No. 2.
Thejr are to arrive at the Grand Canyon this evening and will spend Sunday and Monday viewing the beautiful
sights of the wonderful gorge. They
are scheduled to leave the canyon
Monday evening in time to catch No. 2
at Williams. They will come direct
through, arriving here the following
morning.
It is not as yet known whether or
not Mr. Nicholson and his party will
stop in Albuquerque more than the
time between trains. But as it Is the
president's day and a very notable one
it is more than likely that they will
give the city at least one day.
Made Young Again.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each nlghi for two weeks has put me
in my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
best in the world for liver, stomach
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
gripe. Only 25c at all druggists.

c

Railroad Improvement.
We are informed that the Santa Fe
Railroad company will put on a force
of 200 or 300 men Improving their road
be1, says the Flagstaff Gem. They will
commence at Cosnino, ten miles east
of Flagstaff, ballast the road bed west
with cinder, and raise the bed one foot.
They will also level the railroad yards
at this place and raise the depot. They
will relay the rails from here to Rlor- dan and probably as far as Bellemont.
Eighty-fivpound new steel rails will
be put in place of the old ones. The
improvements mentioned will consume
considerable time and the expenditure
of a great deal of money.
e

A Revelation.
If you will! make Inquiry it will be
a revelation to you how many succumb
to kidney troubles In one form or
another. If the patient Is not beyond
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
Pharmacy.

o

THE CUT OFF.

The Belen Short Line at Viewed From
Dodge City, Kan.
A dispatch from Dodge City. Kan..
dated a few days ago, says:
The Impression that the Santa Fe
will be glad to know how the cut off will be built is stronger now
than at any time In the past Mr.
greatest accumulation of trust Jones, the locating engineer for the
funds in the world is invested. Santa Fe's new line, rented office
rooms in Dodge City
will bring a
A young man who is just force of clerks here. and
In renting the
beginning to accumulate and rooms Mr. Jones said that he would
want them several months, and very
invest his savings will be possibly
for a year.
interested in a booklet that It was reported yesterday on the
that Superintendent Ayers had
describes the investments of street
stated positively that the Dodge City
The Mutual Life Insurance cut off was a certainty. .Mr. Ayers
however, that he did not give
Company of New York. This says,
out such a report, and that he has no
is found in such knowledge. He looks upon the
present prospects as very favorable
"A Banker's Will." Sent free tor
the building or the road from
Dodge City, but has no definite inforon application.
mation regarding it from headquarThi. Comtany ranks
rj In
ters.
Amount P.lii roliryholJ.rs.
Mr. Jones, the engineer, evidently
la Ac.
is of the opinion that the short cut will
The Mctj;al Life Insvrance be soon built from Dodge City to
Com tan v of New York,
or from here straight to Albuquerque. The matter of whether or
Kichakd A McCcedv, rretidtnt.
not the Santa Fe and Rock Island will
DARBY A. DAY,
enter into a traffic alliance seems to
Manager for New Mexico,
be still hanging fire, and until this is
Albuquerque, N. M.
settled definitely the building plans of
'

A Shrewd Investor
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Women's Wash Quito

SPECIAL

Shirt

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER THIS SEASON WE ARB SHOWING
SOME KrtY PRETTY MODELS aiADE IN WHITE AND COLORED
MADRAS CLOTHS TWO SPECIAL MODELS.

Waist
Values

WE WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO OUR

QG.75

Q8.SO

and

suits

rOR THIS WEEK

Childrens

Ready-to-We- ar
dozen of Ladies' Madras
Waists
colored
regular
$1.50 waists for
10

the Santa Fe will be undecided.
In any case it Is reasonably certain
that the Santa Fe will build from here
either to Albuquerque or Liberal. So
long as it starts from Dodge City it
does not make any great difference to
this town where the other end of the
line goes. '
The offices to be established here by
Mr. Jones will have charge of the road
bed improvements from Kinsley to
this point as well as the proposed new
line. The rooms rented for the offices
are over the L. Martin feed store.
The report was out a day or two ago
that a line had been surveyed south
from Syracuse for the Santa Fe cut
off. Such a line was surveyed, but
nothing more will come of it as the
line was found next to Impossible for
railroad building. A line could be
brought into Lakin from the south, but
it would be much longer and less desirable in many ways than the proposed line from Dodge City.
Taking everything into consideration the "cut off" from Dodge City
seems to be gradually settling down
into a certainty and when the official
announcement comes everybody will
be pretty well prepared for it.
Traveling Is Dangerous.
Constant motion Jars the kidneys
which are kept in place In the body by
delicate attachments.
This is the reason that travelers, trainmen, street car
men, teamsters and all who drive very
much, suffer from kidney disease in
some from.
Foley's Kidney Cure
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibration of the engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until I used Foley's Kidney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.

CO-

MADE IN GINGHAM, PERCALES AND CALICOES ALL MADE NICELY AND TRIMMED NEATLY WITH EMBROIDERY AND LACE ALL,
AGES FROM TWO YEARS TO FOURTEEN YEARS PRICES RANGE
FROM

VJe Start the Second Week

OF OUR 8HIRT WAIST 8ALE WITH DOZENS OF NEW . NOVELTIES
JUST RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR THE FIRST WEEK'8 SELLING-GREA- TER
VALUES THAN EVER.

- CHICAGO.

Fine Sheer Colored
Fine Sheer White
fine Sheer white
Lawn Waists a big Lawu Waists dalntly Iiwn Waists models
range of styles the trim med
"Geisha" of perfection in regard
"Geisha" make
make and styles
to make, fit, etc., from

dozen Gingham Waists-g- ood
colorings fully worth
75c this week
10

most zero temperature caused the rail
to snap. Las Vegas Optic.
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.

$2. SO to
S5.00

CUT DOWN EXPENSES.

Number of El Paso Shopmen Will Be
Laid Off Within a Short Time.
The order which has gone out from
the head office of the Southern Pacific
railroad relative to the curtailing of
expenses In the operating department,
will have Its effect on this division,
says the El Paso News.
Beginning with today, the cut will
be made In the shops of the G., H. &
S. A., of this city. The exact amount
of Its effect has not yet been figured
out, but the statement Is officially
made that the reduction of expenses
will amount to somewhere between
o,000 and $6,000 monthly.
Most of this cut will be made in the
laying off of men in the shops and
round houses. The reasons assigned
for the reduction are said to be the Increases In wages which were granted
to the trainmen of both systems by the
Southern Pacific officials.
Another reason is to be found in the
decrease of freight and to a failing off
of travel.
The superintendent also posted up
a bulletin to the effect that after April
30 no overtime is to be allowed to day
or night yardmen or their helpers.

...

Santa Fe Men Will Participate In
Labor Day Parade.
The Santa Fe shopmen, of San Bernardino, are preparing to take a very
prominent part in the Lalior Day parade which will occur on Saturday, the
last day of the May street fair. It is
estimated that at b ast 450 men will be
la line, while Included will be three,
and possibly four, floats. Each department will contribute its proportion of
men, all of whom will wear a style of
uniform characteristic of their particular shop. The Santa Fe boys will undoubtedly form the largest division In
the parade and will be commanded by
Phillip Cosgrove, of the boiler shop,
who will act as muishal of the day.

Bees Not Wanted.
At a Kansas town recently a car
load of bees were offered to three different railroads for shipment to Chicago, but were rejected. The tariff
sheets rate bees as "high class perishable" which makes their transportation cost a large amount of money.
The following is one of the agents
opinion of the matter:
"A car load of bees!" exclaimed a
freight agent when the shipment was
offered to him. "Not for this line! Imagine those bees in a wreck. Imagine
A Lesson In Health.
uiem sandwiched between a couple of
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities
cars of steers or western horses when
the smash came. No bees for this from the blood, and unless they do i...s
good health is impossible. Foley's Kidroad, not for 40 cents a hundred."
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
Quick Arrest.
will possltively cure all forms of kidJ. A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala., was ney and bladder diseases. It strengthtwice In the hospital from a severe ens the whole system. Alvarado Phartucase of piles causing twenty-fou- r
macy.
mors. After doctors and all remedies
THE DEAL FELL THROUGH.
failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly
arrested further inflammation and More About that Santa
Island
cured him. It conquers aches and
Traffic Alliance.
kills pain. 25c at all druggists.
The Railway Ane gives this version
o
of the cut off story:
Flyer Derailed.
"The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
No. 3, Calitornia
limited, which is making surveys for a line from
reached the city this afternoon at Syracuse, Kan., southeast to a point
12:20, met with an accident near on the eastern New Mexico, projecting
Thatcher last night which might easily from Texico to Rio Puerco, N. M., aud
have proven one of the most serious the first sixty miles of which from
ever occurring on the Santa Fe. As Helen, N. M., east are now under conit was, no one was injured and little struction. If the extension from Syradamage done except to the observation cuse is built It will form a part of the
car. While the swell train was rush- new main line to the Paeuic coast. It
ing a long at a rattling clip a broken seems that there was a scheme on foot
rail caused the whole train to leave to build from Fort Dodge to Liberal,
the track. By the greatest good luck Kan., and use the Hock Islam! tracks
the cars bumped along on the ties, and from the latter point to a junction
stopped at the very verpe of the em- with the Eastern NYw Mexico, but nebankment.
All the cars kept their gotiations with the Hock
Island having
feet. The passengers received a shak- failed, the Santa Fe now conteming up they will remember for some plates building
from Syracuse."
time, but not one seemed to lie the
worse for the experience.
The
What is Foley's Kidney Cure?
car was badly sprung. It was
Answer: It Is ma le from a prescripleft behind and the train pulled into tion of a leading Chicago physician,
I.as Vegas with five cars. It causes a and one of the must eminent In the
shudder to think of the scene had the country.
The ingredleuta are the
train pitched over the embankment. purest that money can buy, and are
Several hours' delay was caused. The scientifically combined to get their uttheory is that the sudden drop to al most value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
k
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85c to
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-308-- 310

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during months
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limits November' 30, 1903.
Stopovers within limit of ticket south
and west of Barstow.

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East San Pedro
35.00
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

You never heard of any one using
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.

WILL TAKE FRONT RANK.

,j

35c to $1.73 each

5 dozen of Ladies' Gingham
Waists fully worth $1.00
this week

Awardod
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. S. Gov't Chomists
PRICE BAKING POWDER

Wash Dresses

For further information call

F. L.Myers,

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

See the new spring showing of Eas
ter suits, at our store. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
$10

at ticket office

Subscribe for The Citizen

to $20.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment has arrived many new
styles In patent vlcl. vlcl kid, French
and bos calf $3 and $3.60. SIMON
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

The North Pole Saloon
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FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

T'ME TABLE

Sols Agents for Lemp'e Standard
l

Kftrfotl'Xoveiulier ,
1003.

ARRIVE FROf THIB NnBTH
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15 p.m.
I No 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express.
.10:06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a,m.
'
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited
12:09 n m
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.

CHAS L. KEPPELER, PropH
213 8outh Cecond Street,

I

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System

No. 22,

Atlantic Express

....

7:10a.m.

LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
(Effective Wednesday, April 1, 1903.) No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
East Bound
West Bound No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
No. 426
No. 425
LEAVE GOING WEST.
. 1, California
No-Express.... 8:16 p.m.
9:00 auiLv.. .Santa Fe...Ar 6:20 pm
Nr.. 8. California Limited
11 : 00 a m.
j 3:00 pm
11:00 atu
Espanola
No.
7,
& Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m.
Mex.
1:05 pui
pm
Embudo
1:05
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
3 : 40 pmj . . .Tres Pledras. . . 10 :05 am
and No. 2 from the west.
6:35 pm
Antonlto
7:35 am
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
8:50 pm
Alamosa
6:10 am and they arrive daily.
3:05 ami
1:37 am
Pueblo
Local freight No. 99, going south,
SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

G.

la

Oeneral Herchandlse and
Liquors
Proprietor of the Summir (tardea
Ail Kinds of Country Produce Bougkl
and Soli.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parti el
the City.
Corner of Third and Tljera
Albuquerque
New Mexle

THESoutnARCADE
First 8treet.
311

FRANK VAJO. Proprietor.

I

7:15amjAr... Denver ...Lv 9:30pm 'arrles passengers.
F. k. MYERS. Agent
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and

4KK4p40Oe04K4K

branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, SUverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
SANTA FE, N. M
aud Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
valley.
At Sallda with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
and west including Leadvllle and narPLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
row gauge points between Sallda and
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Grand Junction.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
for all points east.
Proprietor and Owner.
For further Information address the v
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA. E.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE IN8URANCC
plication
B. W. ROBBINS, Gon. Agt
Secretary Mutual Building Associates
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER.
P. A., Denvvr, Colo. Office at J. C. Bald ridge's Lumber Tars'

The Dest oi liquors served to yat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bra
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The21! ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
W.

The finest line of Liquors snd Clear

All patrons and friends cordially linked to visit "The Iceberg." Lnnch

served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

WALKER

.j

Proprietor.

i

04Ke00KKK404K4loil

Badaracco
Dealer

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLE8ALE

LIQUORS A CIOARS

We uandle everything .a umt lime
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor
WUBsjm
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

S.

First St,

Albuquerque, N. IsL

I
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the Central school building; and the
"DUTCH CHARLIE"
Catholic and Indian school children,
Tht Dead Body of Old Miner Found by
who will be mussed at the city park.
Surveyors.
At the Commercial club a reception
The body of Charles Sorenson. who
President Roosevelt Will See a Big will be tendered him, and the unique was
known in Kingman as "Dutch
Navajo saddle blanket, representing
Charlie,"
was found by members of
club,
will
membership
honorary
of
the
Section of the City,
be presented to him by the president the government surveying corps fifteen
of the club. To this reception only miles above Ehrenburg, Yuma county,
members of the club, with one lady, and two miles back from the Colorado
EVERYBODY SHOULD DECORATE.
will be allowed entrance to the club. rier, on the .Win of March. He had
There is no beverage more healthful thari
Identification cards, sent out by the been feel'ng III. when last seen at the
thought
could
the
camp,
he
secretary of the club, are for use at the survey
but
right kind of beer. Barley malt and hops
All residents and business men
door and no one without such a card make It to Khrenlmrg. The surveyors
along the Roooevelt line of march
a food and a tonic. Only 3 a per cent
will be admitted.
From the club the were attracted to the body by the acon May 6 are requested to decor- had
him
alcohol just enough to aid digestion.
with
dog
of
a
president
Sorenson
will
tion of
be driven to the train.
ate. The line Is as follows:
5k
to
let
the
refused
In
animal
faithful
front
of
The
Alvarado
hotel,
the
the
Start at Alvarado hotel, cor- X
But get the right beer, for tome beer it not healthful.
Italian band will play on the arrival of men near the body and they had to
ner of hirst street and Gold ave- Schlitz
is the pure beer, the clesn beer, the filtered and
"
nue; west on Gold avenue to Sec- - Vtne residential train, and when the lasso It and drag It away to allow them
sterilized
beer. No bacilli in it nothing but health.
money
Sk ond
train departs the same band will dls to examine It. A few dollars in
street: north on Second
it the aged beer that never cause biliousness.
And
Schlitz
was found on the body and In his park
X street to Fruit avenue; west on X course music.
T
E.
food.
of
amount
was
At
a
corner
small
Call for the Brewery Bottling.
of Gold avenue and
the
X Fruit avenue to Fourth street; X
X north of Fourth street to New X First street tbe First Regiment band Phelan, of Needles, had grub staked
that mad Mltwaukaa fammma,
Th
e stationed and play as the pa-- the man and he was to go down the
X York avenue; west on New York
Xi"1
avenue to Sixth street; south on X ra(1e Pses.
After this, the First river as far as Ehrenburg and then re
Mcllnl A Enktn, lit South Pint Rt.,
A tumatic 'l'bone No. 119, Albuquerque.
X Sixth street to Copper avenue; X ReRlment band will proceed to the turn to Needles. He had a sister In
leaving
died,
who
recently
X west
on Copper avenue to X fomnvrt Inl "lib and play at the club Alameda,
him heir to her estate. The body was
X Twelfth street; north on Twelfth x! during the brief reception there
X street to Tljeras avenue: east on X
The Grand Army men will form a buried where found. "Dutch Charlie"
X Tljeras avenue to Eighth street X, line from the president's car to th was a harmless fellow and was liked
X south on Eighth street to Rall-S- X speaker's platform and from th.e plat- by everybody in the county. KlngmRn
road avenue; east on Railroad X form until the president leaves the Miner.
Ice Cold Weather Near Vegas.
Bad Man with an Axe.
X avenue to Second street; south X steps of the hotel The Rough Riders
Hughes, colored, was arrested
Jim I.eonar.1, of Trout Springs, has
Jim
a
Cat
Scratch.
From
In
front of the
X on Second street to Silver ave-S- X will stand Immediately
establinhed a new record. At least, Monday in Chihuahua for assault with
nue; west on Silver avenue to X speaker's stand and will see that the on the arm, to the worst sort of a so say
his friends. They claim that intent to kill and Is now confined in
burn, sore or boll, DeWltt's Witch
X Third street: south on Third X crowd does not get too close to th
woHazel Salve Is a quick cure. In buying he drove in from his place this morn- the county Jail. He attacked a
X street to Atlantic avenue; east X platform.
ing In thirty-fivkilling
axe,
an
her,
bringing
man
with
almost
minutes,
gel
be
particular
to
Salve,
X on Atlantic avenue to Second X
Each member of the reception com Witch Hael
Is the salve that heals with him 4,000 pounds of ice, which and then threw the axe through the
X street; north on Second street to X rr.ittee will see to the entertainment DeWltt's--thi- s
night. window's of Cantou'a store. He claims
X the viaduct; cross the viaduct to X of the members of the president's par without leaving a scar. A specific for had formed there during the
the frigidity of the to be non compos mentis and that he
X It road way; north on Broadway to X ty with whom he rides In the carriage, blind, bleeding, itching and protruding Notwithstanding
ago escaped from the
X Gold avenue; east on Gold ave- - X from the time they leave the presi piles. Sold by B. H. Briggs & Co., S. atmosphere today, he found a ready but a short time
market for his product and returned insane asylum at Pueblo. Sheriff
X nue to Walter street; north on X dent's train until the return.
Vann & Son.
has written to Pueblo to Investihome rejoicing, bearing many sheckles
X Walter street to Carroll avenue; X
o
Along the line of march, wagons or
gate the truth of this but as yet has rewith him Las Vegas Optic.
X west on Carroll avenue to Edith X any kind of vehicles will be prohibited.
Tramp Injured.
ceived no reply. Raton Range.
X street; south on Edith street to X
While at Lamy recently waiting for
The reception committee will In
The
X Railroad avenue; west on Rail- - X struct driver of each carriage to dis a main line train on the Santa Fe railRecent experiments, by practical
Are you acquainted with the fine
X road avenue to Arno street; south X play a card of the number of his vehi way. Sheriff H. C. Klnsell, of Santa Fe
tests
with the aid of lunch served at the Club? If not, it is
county, was accosted by a man who the and examination It
X on Arno street to Coal avenue; X cle, so there will be no confusion.
as a fact that very easy to get acquainted.
establish
was suffering from a wound in one of
X recross the viaduct to Second X
Is not a disof
catarrh
stomach
the
his feet Inflicted by stepping on a russtreet; aorth on Second street to X
Short Paragraphs.
ease of Itself, but that it results from
B. A. SLEYSTER.
tramp.
Gold avenue; west on Gold ave- - X
ty
was
a
He
fellow
The
nail.
The Navajo Indian squaw, Elle, who
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How
nue to Commercial club; north X is weaving the president's horse blan- was placed on a train and sent to SanACCIDENT INSURANCE.
Kodol
on Fourth street to Railroad ave- - X ket present at the Harvey curio rooms. ta Fe by Mr. Klnsell who sent a mes- can I cure my Indigestion?"
FIRE INSURANCE,
curing
Dyspepsia
thousands.
Is
Cure
RF.AL ESTATE,
nue; east on Railroad avenue to X has made some Improvements In the sage to Deputy Huber to meet the unindigestion
you
and
of
cure
will
It
NOTARY PUBLIC.
X
the depot and disband.
original design as submitted by her fortunate man at the train and give dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh SOOMf
'i '1
UkUMWKLL BlARrv
The arrangements now are for X pale faced superior. She did not like him quarters in the county jail.
automatic Telephone 174
of the stomach.
Kodol digests what
X the president, en route on the pa- - X the stiff, straight line, in the blanket,
you eat makes the stomach sweet.
X rade, to stop Ave minutes each at X on the sides of the Inscription, and
GREATLY ALARMED.
Sold by B. H. Brlgns & Co., S. Vann
W.
X the residence of Hon. B. S. Ro- - X
has added zig zag lines. Elle Is an By a
& Son.
congress;
X
PermanentCough,
but
delegate
the
to
dey
at
Presirtent
i
333
belongs
Nava
to
of
the
the
artist,
o
ly Cured by Chamberlain's
X Commercial club, and at the Cen- - X jo
Dancing will begin at. Orchestrion
tribe, and has some Idea of the beauCough Remedy.
X tral school building In south X tiful. She has been complimented very
hall tonight shortly before 8 o'clock
At the school he X
X Third street.
Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Mr. H. P. Burbage, a student at law, and continue until midnight.
Take
highly on her work on the blanket, and
X will be asked to make a short X
5.00 per ton.
Coal,
troubled
S.
been
Greenville,
in
had
C,
pleasant
a
says
will
spend
old
town
have
the
Manager
car
and
she
Switzer
X talk to the children there assem- - X
Anthracite Nut, $730 par to.
for four or five years with a continuous evening on a glassy floor keeping time
good
plenty
In
ready
of
blanket
the
X bled; at the other two stops there X
Anthracite, larger sizes, 17.75 pat
cough which he says, "greatly alarmed to inspiring music. The
X time.
X will be handshaking.
I was in orchestra will play and the music ren ton.
me
causing
to
me,
fear
that
The Albuquerque woolen millrj
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
which recently started up, will make the first stage of consumption." Mr. dered Is unexcelled .
OFFICIAL PROGRAM,
o
a full cowboy euit of clothing for pre- Burbage, having seen Chamberlain's
Yard and Office: 107 East Rallroae
The
Lunch at the Cluii tomgnt.
Cough Remedy advertised, concluded
List of Those to Receive and Those to sentation to the president.
venue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Now read what he says of It: pleasure is all yours.
try
It.
to
Ride in Carriages.
The Citizen was informed today that
o- i soon felt a remarkable change and
Automatic, 416 and
Telephones:
The executive committee In charge Hon. J. L. Hubbell, of Granado, AriThe usual Saturday night dance at
twenty-fiv- e
of
using
the
bottles
two
after
267; Bell. 45.
evening.
of the arrang?ments for the reception zona, whose family reside here, will
Orchestrion
hall
this
cent size, was permanently cured."
of President Roosevelt during his visit be In the city on Roosevelt day. and
in Albuquerque yesterday afternoon will present to the chief magistrate a Sold by all druggists.
o
made public the following official pro few Arizona and New Mexico garnets
If you need screw work have It done
gram:
and precious stones.
by the Phoenix planing mill. Gold aveFREE MUSEUM
On the arrival of the special train
It Is also learned that the Porter-fiel- nue.
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
1859
due here at 2:30 p. m. the entire re
ESTABLISHED
brothers, of Silver City, will be
ception committee, composed of the here on the morning of May 6, and
Francisco Street,
San
evening
pleasures of a Saturday
following gentlemen, will meet the that they will bring along with them areTheincomplete without lunching at
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
president In his car:
some fine turqoulse stones to be pre- Zeiger's Cafe.
N. M.
C. F. Myers, O. N. Marron, O. L,
sented to the president.
and Retail Dealer in
Wholesale
Brooks, Noa Ilfeld, M. W. Flournoy,
Two car loads of pianos sold in four
Word comes from Laguna that SiO. E. Cromwell, Sol. Luna. W. S.
INDIAN AND
& Learnard, the largby
months
Hall
MerHopewell. F. A. Hubbell, W. S. Strick-ler- , mon Blbo, tho father of the Bibo
MEXICAN CURIOS
company, will be on hand with est southwestern ohouse.
W. B. Childers, C. M. Foraker, F. cantile
nice Indian presents for the
several
The
largest and best stock of
a
Elephant
delicious
for
The
White
W. Clancy, E. S. Stover, B. S. Rodey,
president.
Indian Baskets, Blankets, Potbock wurst lunch tonight. Drop In and
Capt. W. E. Dame. H. B. Fergusson.
tery, Etc., In the country.
The city is being decorated in fine lunch with us.
Judge Baker, as chairman of the reMexican Drawn Work a Specwo-- k
style,
on
was
and
i
half
started
ception committee, will present each
Dancing at Orchestrion hall this evialty.
more
dozen
today.
or
stores
and
First
member to the president and hla party.
orening. Music by the Berry-DevlnDon't fail to fall and see us
The reception committee will accom- Second streets, and Railroad and Gold chestra. Come and bring your friends
In the city.
In
avenues.
center,
when
are
ft
(
business
mJB.9
the
V'l
W.
l
pany the president and party to thq
ii hi
firr
platform erected In front of the Alva- getting In line rapidly, and by Monday
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
rado hotel, where Judge Baker will almost every store building will be
Ant( to order and renuoFt decorated,
call the
AND BUILDER
By reference to notice published CONTRACTOR
Delegate; Hciey to formally present
the people to the president in not to elsewhere Mayor Myers Issues a proexceed a three minutes address after clamation declaring half day holiday
Doors and Window Screens.
which the president will deliver an ad on Tuesday, May 5.
dress.
The big arch at the corner of Sev-onAll Kinds of Jobbing.
Wholesale Dealer In
The reception committee, with the
street and Railroad avenue is bepresidential party will occupy the ing covered today with canvas, and to
steps of the Alvarado hotel In the rear morrow the red, white and blue bunt- SHOP-- ln the alley of First National
of the platform.
ing and miniature flags will be put on. Bank Building.
. . .
The entire party will then take As stated in The Citizen yesterday,
carriages, which will be in line on two little misses will occupy the box
First street, the occupants of the car- on the arch dnd strew flowers upon
riages to be as follows:
the presidential carriage as It passes
First carriage The president, Secre- underneath. Misses Myers and Fox
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
tary Loeb, Judge B. S. Baker, Mayor and the two little ladles selected for
In honor of tho via It ol
also Hunter Rye, Old 1'lantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
Myers.
RraHdant Rooaavalt
this duty.
Second carriage Special officers
Messrs. Cottom and Donlhue, of Los
and stenographers of the president's Angeles, are the two gentlemen who
MA YB, 7, and 9.
party.
are in the employ of the Roosevelt
rour nlghta ofAElectriThird carriage Assistant Secretary decoration committee. They are now
magnical Raradaa. tranalor-mmtloPRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
Karnes, Surgeon General P. M. Rlxey, at work on the Btreet arch, and as
n
ficent moving
moano.
Grand
O N. Marron and G. I,. Brooks.
soon as completed will shift themMoral parada. Ghlnaaa
Fourth carriage C. R. Rosenberg, selves to the platform of the statehood
pageant.
H. A. Coleman, H. B. Fergusson, W. 8. tableau and the north side of the AlvaExcursion Rate on
Btrlckler.
rado.
all Railroad.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
109 South First Street
Fifth carriage Dr. Butler, Lindsay
Two days more and President Roose
Dennlson, W. B. Childers, E. S. Stover. velt will be with us. Let everybody
Sixth carriage R. U Dunn, Geo. B. decorate.
I. uckey, C. M. Foraker, F. W. ClanRooBevelt badges are plenty today.
cy.
and they are being worn regardless of
Seventh carriage N. Lazarnick, H. political feeling. Republicans, demoA. Trohmeyer,
Noa Ilfeld, O. E. crats, socialists are in this matter to
Cromwell.
make the Roosevelt visit one of the
Eighth carriage Gov. Otero. Gov. biggest events in the history of Albu
rirodie. Major Llewellyn, Adjutant querque.
General Whiteman.
The Rough Riders w ill meet Monday
MHMPiaHaaaaHMiWsHBiiBBHBBBsasMssiHssMMasBssssssssaiHsiHssaMSsisaaBSSwassBSMi
Ninth carriage P. W. Williams, R night at the Commercial club to loam
II. Hazard, M. W. Flournoy, Capt. W. what part tli y are to take In the reK. Dame.
ception of th.'lr former colonel. PresiTenty carriage, which will be a tally dent Roosevelt They are to occupy
ho J. B. Gooch. F. H. Tyree, R. H. the eleventh carriage In the drive over
Taylor. S. A Cennell, W. W. Stone, T. the city.
,
Tuesday will not only be a great day
8. Hubbell, J. H. O'RIelly, T. J.
the common or old
cost no more
car load just received.
F. L. Myers. W. 8. Hopewell, F. for Albuquerque on account of the
A. Hubbell, Sol. Luna.
president's visit but will be quite a
h ot h ot
i
ui style ice boxes.
Eleventh carriage, which will be an- day In the railroad sence on account
special
other tally ho, will carry the Rough of the arrival here of two
Riders.
trains, besides the one which brings
The line of march, as published In the president. The first to arrive
above, will be carried out, and all will carry the Cleveland Greys, a crack
starts and stops will be made by call military organization from Cleveland,
WHOLESALE 1IAHDWAUE
of bugle under instructions from Colo- Ohio. They will pass through while
nel liorradalle, marshal of the day. en route to the Pacific coast. The sec1 1 M l 15-- 1 17 Boutli
Albt querque, Sew aiexlt o
Street
exPresident Roosevelt will say a few ond train is a Raymond-Whlteomwords to the public school children at cursion also bound for the coast.
LINE

OF

MARCH.

We have Just received a new clean
line of Canvas Chairs, Camp Stools,
Porch Sets, Settees and Chairs, which
we wish to offer at fair and reasonable prices for quick saje.

.

Br

'

D
. .This Is the weather to take the baby
out. We have also a nice assortment
29 in number, from the
of
cheapest to the best.
Call and see our goods gefore you
buy.

k

e

Strong
and Sons.

O. W.

Lit-tre-

H. HAHN

'r
l.imuJlIUE

GROSS KELLY & CO.
,
(Incorporated)

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts

COAL DEALER

Berry-Devin-

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

e

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Ii

If

r'wcBmiiiiusSt

sSSS5,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

III

iyB

J

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
VEGAS, N. M. AND
N. M.

'

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
-.

d

311-31-

7

E SI

e

'tJJ'r

JOHN H AKT

BACHEC HI

& CO.,

I

EAST LAS
GLOR-IETA-

,

SPRING REQUISITES
MOTH BALLS AND GUM CAMPHOR FOR PUTTINO AWAY WINTER GARMENTS.
MOTH ""ANTj
DUST PROOF BAGS FOR THE SAME
PURPOSE. FRESH LOT OF BEST
INSECT POWDER, AMMONIA, BORAX, CHLORIDE OF LIME, COPPERAS, ETC., AT

WILLIAMS' FAMILY PHARMACY,
117 West Railroad Avenue.

j. c.

baldridge;

Native and Chic

.

..

PAINT CoversBUILDINQ PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best I Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Llms,
Most Economical 1 Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

ADVERTISE

IN

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS

THE

CITIZEN

DAILY

AND DAR SUPPLIES

OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

de las Flores

LOS ANGELES
a

IT IS HARD ON THE ICE MAN

Alaska Hardwood White
Enameled Refrigerators

Cur-ran-

They

A

t t

ESTABLISHED 1878

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision!.
Car lott s apaclsltj.

Block

!

StapleQroceriea
fount wutkwHl,

FARfl AND FRE1QHT WAOONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

PLEASURE FOR ALL....
See our nice new stock of Road
Wagons for

$45.00

than

Buggies $58 00, all fully

w

guaranteed,

Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to tbe West Speclar Low

.WHITNEY CO
Hrst

Carrie tht Largut
nd float EitBiv

Prices Now.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

I THE ALBUQUERQUE DA1LV CITIZEN SATURDAY

Ay ers

JUST RIGHT
The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Sarsaporilla
Purifies the blood, gives
strength to the nerves, and

Coffee

40-ce- nt

brings color to the cheeks.
Ayer's Pills regulate the
bowels, cure constipation
and biliousness, and aid
the digestion. Two grand
family medicines. Sold
J O.Ay.rC...
for 60 years.
Low. II. Mail

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

WILLIAMS.

THE LARGEST 8TOCK
in the west of carpets, mattings, rugs,
art squares, etc., we don't claim to
have; but we do claim we have carpets made by the most reputable mills
In the country, and that when we say
they are wool we guarantee same to
be as represented, and what we don't
hare in stock we have a fine line of
samples to order from. Give us a trial
and we will try to please you.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenu"

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

C

Rut Up In Roll Complete With Fixture lor Laying.
bllltv Guaranteed

J.

an.

Write for Booklet

C. BALDRlDGL,

I

Dure- -

J

Sample

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market
AUWndsl, an( Sajj Hw8
STEAM SAUSAGE fACTODV,

AMERICAN
L

N. THIRD BTRHVj

MASONIC BUILDING.

TD

SILVER

TRUSS.

TOT

T) T

T

I

LIGHT,

Mutual Telephone 43.
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerqu, N.

11.

ST. ELMO
SASPLE LVD CLUB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

...TOTI & GKRA.DI...
DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND OROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
Old 'Phone 247.

7

North Third Street,

ALBUQUERQUEj

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. O.
AriES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order

15 SECOND

STREET

Albert Faber.

LOAN
HONEY TOurgans,

Furniture, Pianos,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on

On

Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wkjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

To Beautify

a creditable piece of sanitary plumbing for William Campbell. He Is putting In a range boiler, hot and cold water connections, sink, lavatory, and a
nlckeloid bath tub. Mr. Campbell appreciates the value of having his work
done In a first class manner and in
a way that tends to health and comfort.

your rooms at great expense is
easy, but to do it at a small cost
is generally difficult. We are
offering this season something
that will delight you and all that
see it.

Headquarter

r

From the News.
Mrs. O. H. Barney and sister, Miss
Jennie Baylls, returned from a visit
to Gallup.
Sanford nowe, who Is at present located near Florence, Grant county, Oklahoma, came down from Flagstaff,
where he had been attending court, to
spend a few days with friends and relatives.
Mrs. H. P. Pyle arrived home from
Ocean Park, Cal. Her return, owing
to the loss of Thomas, one of the
twins, was a sad event, yet they are
fortunate In that the other Is spared to
brighten the heme.
The Maler & Zobelein building,
known as the Williams bottling works,
operated by George H. Barney, was
consumed by fire. The loss Is about
S2.500, partly covered by Insurance. A
' ar of wet goods were saved, as were
nearly all the contents except the machinery.
Superintendent Wm. F. Meeks and
Knglneer J. B. Girand, of the United
lold and Platinum Mines company,
'ere in the city. They report that a
ittle uncalled for dissatisfaction In
amp this week resulted in a small
trike. Several men quit and came to
' wn,
but the great majority returned
(a work.
Mrs. J. B. Girand came In from Tex-s- ,
where she has been for some
-.lonths visiting relatives, and went
out to Cataract canyon, to Join her
husband, who has charge of the gigantic engineering scheme at that place
for the United Gold and Platinum
Mines company.
A Startling Test.
To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, of
No. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling
test resulting In a wonderful cure. He
writes, "a patient was attacked with
violent hemorrhages, caused by ulceration of the stomach. I had often found
Electric Bitters excellent for acute
stomach and liver trouble so I prescrlb
ed them. The patient gained from the
first, and has not had an attack In fourteen months." Electric Bitters are
positively guaranteed for dyspepsia,
indigestion, constipation and kidney
troubles. Try them. Only uuc at all
druggists.

HOLBROOK.

Sure Thing.
It Is said that nothing is sure except
death and taxes, but that is not altogether true. Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption Is a sure cure
for all lung and throat troubles.
Thousands can testify to that. Mrs. C.
U. Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W.
Va., says, "1 had a severe case of bron
chitis and for a year tried everything 1
heard of, but got no relief. One bottle
f Dr. King's New Discovery then cure- ed.me absolutely." It's inianlble for
croup, whooping cough, grip, pneumonia and consumption. Try it. It's
guaranteed by all druggists. Trial bottles free. Regular sizes 60c, 11.00.
A

From the Argus.
There Is a movement on foot to build
a Congregational church here In the
near future.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Hathaway went to
Hathaway takes the
Mr.
Navajo.
place of Mr. Meyers, who Is away.
H. H. Scorse arrived home from
Phoenix, having received word that
his daughter was 111. He reports the
sheep industry around Phoenix as being exceedingly good.
T. H. Shufflin, who has been working for Charles Cahn at Ream's Canyon, came down recently. He says the
government buildings are nearly completed and that they are fine structures.
Wm. Morgan arrived In town from
Show Ix)W.
He made the trip from
Phoenix In a carriage and states that
he had a pleasant time en route. He
will remain here awhile to attend to
the shipping of his wool.
It Is with deep grief that the Argus
chronicles the death of Little Lizzie
by paralysis of the
ScorBe, caused
heart.
Andrew Kaprl left for Price, Utah,
where he had accepted a government
position. Mr. Kapri held the office of
quartermaster agent here for many
years and has a host of friends who
were sorry to see him leave. T. Larson, "who comes here from southern
Arizona, takes the position as quartermaster agent.
Harvey Colcord met with a serious
accident in Tonto Basin recently.' He
was riding over rough country and his
horse fell and rolled over him, bruising
his body terribly and It is feared that
his right hip was broken. He had to
be carried eighteen miles on a stretch
er to Ellison's ranch,, where medical
aid was rendered.
Mr. Joseph Pominville. of Stillwater,
Minn., after having spent over $2,000

ra'ir

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Here is An Afortratnt
Lace

j

ssasaasgsucja

of

Curtain.

which are not alone beautiful, but posses qu ility much
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.

su-

MOSSIUNGHAM CURTAINS from.SOc per pair and up.
MUSLIN CURTAIFS fr
UOBHINCK CURTAINS from.... 1. 75 per pair and up.

ZEIGER CAFE

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?

All classified advertisements

or
"liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
INT WHISKIES.

WANTED.
WANTED Good English speaking
girl, not under 20 years of age, to
learn weaving and sewing. The Rio
Grande Woolen Mill Co.

IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC WIN
A COGNAC.
The Coolest mni Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported a id Oomeetle Cigars

N. M.

FURNITURE

WANTED FurnUhed
housekeeping
room 8 in the desirable part of the
city by man and wife. Address "A.
S. R.," care of Citizen.
WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine openings in all departments. Good salaries. Rapid promotions. Examlna
tions soon. Particulars free. Inter
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
pean hotel, Galup, N. M.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R
Sweeny, 615 South First streeL

- CROCKERY

FOR BALE.
with the best doctors for stomach trou
ble, without relief, was advised by his FOR SALE 10x14 tent
with .fly
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a
3 set blocks and rope
Inch,
box of Chamberlain's 'Stomach and ' and 114 Inches; Jack, bars and chain
Liver Tablets. He did so, and is a well
Inquire between 6:30 and 6 p. m. at
man today. If troubled with Indiges314 South Second street, next to
tion, bad taste In hte mouth, lack of
alley.
appetite or constipation, give tnese FOR SALE: Good safe, sound young
IRON BEDS-Wo- od
MATTRESSES-AII.Kin- ds
or Steel
COTS
Tablets on trial, and you are certain to
FLAGSTAFF.
family driving horse, harness and
be more than pleased with the result.
buggy
Dr.
$115.
for
Allln, corner
ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
From the Sun.
For sale at 25 cents per box at all
Fourteenth and Costello, city.
Mrs. H. C. Bartlett has left for Santa druggists.
i
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
FOR SALE House full of furniture,
Ana, Cal., on a visit to her parents.
consisting of carpets, range, parlor
Mrs. J. W, Turner spent a day tiri
WINSLOW.
EASY PAYMENTS
oak stove, iron beds, tables, chairs,
on her way from Salt Lake city, Utah,
etc. Apply to Joe Smith, 615 North
C-1
I
ot Los Angeles.
Eighth street.
117 uuiu
Miss Pearl Miller has been suffering
X VOm
R. Edmunson, who represents the
McCormlck gold cure for alcoholism, from a severe attack of inflammatory FOR SALE Entire household goods
private sale; 903 North First street;
has opened a hospital for the receiv- rheumatism.
goods
can be seen at residence; ownSpiers,
holding
who
has
been
John
ing of patients in Flagstaff.
er not an invalid.
J. J. Thompson, of Oak creek, was a government position at Tuba City,
in town this week, for the first time has resigned and returned to Win- FOR RENT.
since October last. During the winter slow.
RENT
FOR
From May 1 to SepCT,
two
Sadie
Misses
and
Katie
Strain,
Mr. Thompson's family passed through
Highland
Hotel; will rent rooms
the
spent
Sunday
ladles,
in
Wlns'ow
visita siege of smallpox.
U' S
at $10.00 per month and up.'
Gorham Gray, who was struck In the ing Miss Mamie Donahue.
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
Bernard Schuster, a prominent mer FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
eye by a ball Sunday afternoon, U re
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.;
light housekeeping; rent reasonacovering rapidly and Dr. Smith, who is chant of Concho, Arizona, was a pas
ble; 622 West Railroad avenue.
attending him, says he believes with senger on his way to Prescott In the
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
out a doubt the eyesight will be saved, Interest of Apache county sheep men.
in brick part.
The public school closed Monday FOR RENT cicely furnished rooms
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
although at first the eye was so badly
$200,000.00
at 113H North Third street.
swollen It was impossible to tell how and the children are celebrating their
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
vacation. School will reopen the secserious the Injury was.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiLOANS.
Probate Ju lge A. E. Douglass spent ond Monday In September, the 14th.
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
In sumstosulT.
W. A. Parr has taken the contract MONEiTuLOAN
several days this .week at the Mt.
H.
Raynolds,
F.
McMillan.
Albu383,
postofflce
box
Address,
The
hall.
renovating
Firemen's
for
the
Ixwe observatory in California, makquerque, N. M.
ing observations of Mars for the Har- exterior of the building will be greatly
vard observatory. He expects to spend Improved. F. L. Jones has the con- Trabajo en los Campos de Betabel, en
Rocky Ford, Colorado.
a goodly portion of his time during the tract for decorating the building.
PTof. Young, principal of the public
Un gran numerfl de
Se neeesltnn:
months of May and June at Mt. Lowe
observatory In the study of the planet school left for Areata, California, hombres, mujeres y nlfios para deshl-jar- ,
where he will spend the summer
desllerbar, escardar y coBechar
Mars.
months and return tu the opening of betabel de azucar en Rocky Ford.
From the Gem.
the public school.
Colorado, y su vecindarlo. Farollias
Miss Mary Punston will commence
James Scorse. of Holbrook, who was enteras, especlalmente hallaran trateaching the public school In the Sum brought here to be treated for a bajo remunerative.
-4B
mlt school district next Monday.
fractured arm, has greatly Improved
Todas las estacl6nes donde Be re- Wm. Mclntlre, one of this county's and will soon return to his home with qulere este trabajo estan sltuadas en
successful sheep growers, came up his Injured member in .perfect condi- el ferrocarrll Atchison, Topeka y SanFIRST-O- n
rifting, don a suit of my medium-weigfrom the south to visit with his family tion.
ta F6 entre Fowler, La Junta y Holly,
wool or balbrian underwear;
to X00
of
Druggist
son
here a few days.
Bl?y.
Bley
P.
Colorado.
John
per garment for our reliable kinds.
El trabajo en los campos del betaThe county will expend 1500 on the Is contemplating a trip Into the In
SECOND Take a nejfliree shirt, with delicate
streets of Flagstaff. This is right, for terlor of the territory on an archaeo- bel dura desde el dfa primero de Mayo
figures or stripes, or plain white with smull pleats;
the taxpayers of this town pay a large j logical expedition. Mr. Bley has taken basta el fin de Julio, de bay se slgue
6k5 to 3.50.
amount of taxes which go to keeping a special university course on this la oportunldad de ser empleado en la
THIRD Add socks, cuffs, collars, neckwear,
up and improving the county roads.
Bubject, and Is known to be authority corta de sacate y en las siembras de
bundkerchiefs, etc., from my attractive, slock.
Company I, national guard of Arizo- on matters historic.
si ndia y de nielones.
back suit of
FOURTH Get into a sprinir-weich- t
Tlempo de cosecha para el betabel
na, of this place, bids fair to become
blue or black serjre, cheviot or homespun fabric;
Dick Wiggin, the plumber, Is doing
striped outing effect or quiet overpluid; such as cost
de azucar desde medlados de Setlem-brhere from 10to12, with satisfaction guaranteed.
haata fines de Novlembre.
Los Sembradores generalments paFIFTH You must have a spring overcoat, eveii
if you wear it on your arm at times; here they are at
gan a 15 centavos por hora, pero el
from W to $18; short, medium or lon( styles.
trabajo generalmente se da por
per el acre tan pronto como el
SIXTHVil on one of our swell derby or soft
haw; 12.60, 13 or .).
trabajador entiende bien el negoclo.
Lob que son buenos trabajadorea slem-prNow you're fixed and ouht to feel kkh1 all this
prefleren hacer bus contratos por
season. Aent for Sweet-Or- r
overalls and pants, and
THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TES'
Nelson's J.,10 Shoes.
el acre por que as! ganan much mas
dinero.
a
Se necesltan tamblcn personas
para que sirvan de mayor-domo- s
S
a hagan arreglos para campos
de cocina, por que los sembradores no
f
pueden dar la coralda ft tan grande
1
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIS TS
cantldad de gente.
Para mag informaclfin dirljanse ft la
5 OLD 'PHONk.
NKW'RMONC
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR CO.,
Rocky Ford, Colorado.
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the crack company of the territory.
They want the regimental band at
Flagstaff, and as they can produce the
musical talent, there l no reason why
they should not have it.
At the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. R, Hasklns, In Flagstaff, Arizona, on Tuesday evening,
April 28, 1903. Matthew A. Gavin was
married to Miss Emma Pearl Llttrell.
Probate Judge A. E. Douglass performed the marriage ceremony. The bride
and groom are well and favorably
known.
There Is no friction so far as the
committee is concerned who has the
proposition in hand to build an opera
house In Flagstaff. This committee is
composed of some of our most progressive business men, and their personal
Interest will not enter Into this proposition. They will adopt the most up
to date plans for the building, and will
have It built as soon as the work can
be done.

MAY

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

FOR BLOOD
AMD NERVES
Greatest of

Spring Remedies,

All

Paine's Celery Componnd
Today your friends and neighbors
are using woman's friend, Paine's Celery expound, and are getting rid of
their burdens and troubles. If you art
ol spirant, you will note mat your
friends are putting on flesh, they
a if blessed with renewed vigor, elastic
stt p, bright eyes, and clear complex-Ion- ,
all of which are true Indications
of r new and better health. Why suffer
i.'"n you ran secure the same bless
in ? Why deny yourself the happl-nt- s of true womanly life when raine's
Ct :ery Compound Is able to make you
as healthy and attractive as other worn n are? Mrs. Gladys Rlblett, Peoria,
HI . nays:
For more than twelve years I have
bien a most miserable sufferer from
wo-mu-

female weaknesses, and our fa ml I:
physician seemed to do me no good. 1
had great trouble with my lungs, and
last year was advised to seek a change
of climate or else prepare for deatn, as
consumpI was rapidly contracting
tion. I weighed but 83 pounds when
six months ago I began the use of
I'alne's Celery Compound. Now I cai
sew all uay, do a hard washing and
all my housework, sleep as sweetly as
a la!e, and rise In the morning rested
and refreshed. Six bottles of Paine's
Celery Compound was all I needed to
completely cure me, and Instead of
dying, as predicted, I now weigh -pounds, my lungs are all right, and I
feel assured of my health and comfort
In tne future."

Early Times of
A Ibuquerque
ARTICLE

IV

Contributed by an
Old-Tlm-

ar

There are not many people now firing near where he was standing,
who came with the railroad In the when Campbell was killed and Billy
6pring of 1880. or who arrived shortly hot footed for home along Copper avethereafter. Those few who are with nue. There was no bridge at Second
us could state extraordinary exper- street and the ten foot Jump was too
iences. I recall but four names of much. He landed In the ditch, and
those who were old timers before the reached the Armljo house with but one
Franz H lining, Leonard shoe. The other is still In the ditch.
railroad:
W. T. McCrelght is an '80 boy. He
Skinner. W. H. H. Metzger and H. R.
helped to organize the original literary
Whiting.
They antedate new town many society in that year, and was our first
years. Of the new towners, though. base ball fiend and organizer of all
of athletic sports for many
there are a few who have knowledge kinds
years. He organized the first labor un
of Its foundation and infancy.
Albuquerque Typographical
Geo. H. (Red Hot) Frost can say ion the
From
union.
the days of the "Golden
man.
service
that he is the oldest train
newsgatherer and
He was running to the end of the At- Gate" he has been afilled
with reminislantic & Pacific track when it was not must haveI a mind
know some things he could
forty miles from here. Passenger fares cences.
were 15 cents a mile, or all a man bad tell.
Adolph
in those days ran a
that would come near that figure. Ev- bake shop.Harsch
He can tell of the street
ery train was like an excursion of today. "Eh! Wasn't she a great town? railroad down First and Second streets
the Atlantic & Pacific shops, and
Eh! Red Hot?" George was once In to
Boyle's sawed off horse, which
of
the grocery business on First street, wasJohn
the motive power and how, when
but the firm name was too much for
power felt like it, he'd stop and
this climate and the Winters of It was that
lie down and suspend traffic until his
too much for Frost.
mood changed.
C. IJ. Hawley can relate two tragic
Ralph Halloran was connected with
occurrences. He witnessed the killing the construction of the street railway
of Harry Rrown by Milt Yarberry, on and afterwards with the Atlantic &
Sunday evening, March 27, 1881, and Pacific For a time he was a tie inthe killing of Charley Campbell by spector, but was too honest to take a
Yarberry on Saturday night, June 18, salary from the contractors as well as
of the same year. These were two of from the company, and so lost his Job.
the three cold blooded murders of our His successor, Major Minor, made a
whole history.
small fortune, and went to the states.
Hen Myers can tell of his mining
R. W. Hopkins was here before we
and shipping by bull team. Rio Puerco had a jail, and can tell of men being
coal, our main supply then coming confined In the open. How? A trace
from Trinidad at $12 the ton.
chain
around the neck, and
T. G. Ames can tell of the tin and then to a telegraph pole. It was a
hardware business, when stovepipe novel method but a secure one. The
was made by the cord and not by the pole was at Putney's corner. Castlron
piece; Sibley stoves by the hundred, McCarty was in this Iron stocks one
and hardware shipments by the car- evening and declared himself lost.
"Upon me sowl I tho't I was a human
load.
Billy Trimble drove from Kentucky being, but the devil a tell can I tell
and brought with him the stock which now if ye take me for a dog or a Mexwas the foundation of the still exist ican pig." A native pig pen may be
Ing stable of W. L. Trimble & Co. He explained by that chestnut which all
arrived In old town In November, 1880. tenderfeet heard while coming to this
country: A land where the sun ever
R. B. Myers can tell of the construction of the big ditch and the then necessity of It Railroad avenue, from
First to Third street, was a bog In
front of his store, now 115 Railroad
avenue, was one of the holes where
native wool haulers would stall. He
could also tell of the sport the gang
"navbad in calling some
vy" from across the street to take
a drink and seeing him flounder In
that same hole. H. B. kept a news
stand and confectionery. States' papers 10 cents', all magazines 50 cents.
R. H. Greenleaf will never forget the
afternoon of June 17, 1881, when the
Allison gang were captured at what is
It was an ex
now 115 First street.
citing time for all of us, wasn't it.
Pap? I'll tell the story of that capture
one i'f thse days.
H. Ituppe has not been selling drugs
all the time. For a short time in 1881
he was citv marshal. If he don't re
member it. I can't blame him. He was
USE
youiifrer then and thxxe were troublous
times.
John Brady could tell of the time
Charlie Wilson returned unexpectedly
and found a mule In the stall. How
Woman's greatest dream of beauty and
that mule escaped through a rear win- glory
is whin nature bus chosen her to
nohow
the
dow, without a harness;
become a mother. livery faculty is keenly
torious Cora was driven out the front alert as the
the joy, ainbitiou,
g:iti:faction com-fu- g
door dad in shift, and how the offend- success aud the
nearer, day by day, iu the ilear aud
er Wilson took from the house bag
and bavgage. clothing, furniture and innocent being so soou to see li'ht, and
the uncertainty whether she thall see a
fixings piled them in the street and sweet
girl or a brave boy face beside her
burned them; how Wilson afterwards on the pillow iuiU zct to her expectancy.
came (iown town and was so knoekeu
Mother's I'rUnJ applied externally
at
throughout pregnancy will relieve the
out in one round by Charlie
lie staved in bed for two weeks, pain of p.irturi.i :n, uud no mother aud
and l.'iw thit "mule" arose from u. child can fail t:, be healthy, hearty, stronp,
pure blooded and
outractor to a railroad pros'-dent- clear
railro.i
cheerful in disposition, who are mutually
influenced by the continued use of this
W. II. Burke partially filled the big great liniment, MOTiliiR S
Buy of diii'
ditch soon aft.r its construction Billy
f i go per bottle.
couldn't use cactus and he had tender Our treatise " Motherhood' mailed free.
feet in 1881. There was very rapid IrtI SRAOFiELO REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. 6a.
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shines; where they climb for water GRIP CONVALl.SCKNCE"
and dig for wood; where they tie up
There's nothing better
the hogs and let the dogs run loose;
than
Scott's Emulsion after
(mals)
and
where they call corn mice
spell Jesus with an II.
the grip. When the fever
J. If. Kuhns was a very early bird is gone the body is left weak
and he Is still with us. He made a
special trip to the states In the winter and exhausted; the nervous
run
of 1880. He Introduced hair clippers, system is completely
I
and by appointment was made barber down and vitality is low.
boys.
&
Joe
Pacific
of the Atlantic
Two things to do: give B
could tell many stories of that little
old box car over which Henry Hlgglns strength to the whole body
was king, and In which the boys had and new force to the nerves.
many a good feed, a notable one on Scott's Emulsion will do it;
Thanksgiving, 1881. What a vocalist
contains just what the worn-ou- t
Billy McAdams was (He "snow a Pennto
how
his
millionaire)
system needs.
and
sylvania
foIo the boys would chorus: "You may
Rich blood, healthy flesh,
go to Vegas, Trinidad or Santa Fe, to
resistive force, more and betold town, or new town, seeking Joys;
ter
nourishment are what
want
good
you
a
want
and
time
but If
to make a noise, you must Join the Scott's Emulsion supplies to
Jolly party of the A. & P. boys." J. H.
the convalescent.
was not much of a singer, but he could

TIIK

Al lil

pick the banjo to perfection.

Judge Trimble can tell of the railroad company building stock yards In
railroad avenue just east of the track,
and of the big fight he started for Its
removal. Every railroad man connected with Its construction,
from the
agent down, were arrested and rearrested. The stock yards was removed
and the ultimate result was the recent
viaduct.
Mrs. Peter Quier can say that she
lives in the first frame house built and
ocupled on the Highlands, now 112
South Broadway.
The first frame
house was built by Phelan & Huning,
completed and ready for occupancy In
the evening, the following morning
an ash heap. The man who fired It
is dead; the man who bought the oil
and paid for the firing is living, so In
order to not make trouble at this late
day mum's the word.
Other people now living here can divulge matters of greater moment than
these trivialities. Certain ones can
tell the Inside history of the election
of 1882, and of the formation of the
original good government and safety
of the "dear rublic" club. Some of
these originals are charter members
of the present reform club. They still
believe In organization and agitation.
Others can relate the true story of
that mysterious assault on District Attorney McComas and some day It may
be related.
Caution!
This is not a gentle word but when
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that hag had the
largest sale of any medicine in the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing its
great popularity all these years, you
will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee's German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially for consumption,
where there is difficult expectoration
and coughing during the nights and
lornlngs, there Is nothing like German
Syrup. The 25 cent size haB Just been
introduced this year. Regular size, 75
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rielly
& Co.

FAYWOOD

HOT SPRINGS.

Special Correspondence.
Faywood Hot Springs, May 1.
Among the arrivals of the past week
we note: M. W. Smith, Cooks; P. R.
Smith, Jr., Deming; Ralph E. Ely, New
York City; W. E. Brock, Jose; Mrs.
Metzgar, Silver City; A. H. Meyer,
Samuel Schutz, El Paso; Harry h.
Craig, San Marclal; Chas. F. Navtn,
Detroit. Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Radcllffe
Furness. Master G. W. Furness and
maid, Philadelphia, Pa.; Con O'Neill,
Santa Rita, N. M.
Messrs. Ely. Brock and M. W. Smith
are connected with the Faywood Concentrates company and Jose is the
name of the postofMce recently established at the company's camp. Mrs.
Metzgar Is an old time resident of Silver City and owner of much real estate
In that metropolis. A. H. Meyer and
Samuel Schutz are both old time residents of the Pass City, both merchants
and both seeking health, rest and recreation.
Mr. Navln and Mr. Furness and fam
ily are touring and sight seeing, visit
ing the various points of Interest or
oddity. Mr. Furness has but just closed a visit of five or six weeks with his
friends, Woodville and Wilson, of the
Diamond Bar ranch
Yesterday this
little family party went on a picnic excursion to the Canalgre lake, five
miles from the Faywood hotel, and
brought back twenty water fowls:
Ducks, snipe and curlew. Very good
for two guns in so short a time.
Mr. O'Neill Is a miner who is hero
to get rid of rheumatism.

We'll tend you a umple fre upon request.
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl Slreel, New York.

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
American League.
At New York
New York

R

H
8 15

Washington

Batteries:

3

Howell

E
1

10

4

and O'Connor;

Orth and Clarke
At Onlcago

H E

R

8
8

5
1

2

2

Batteries: Flaherty and McFarland;
Eason and McAllister
R

II

E

Cleveland
St. Louis
Batteries:

8
9

12
8

2

At Boston
Boston
Philadelphia

R

II

E

4

7

2

2

8

1

Walker, Moore and
Hoff, Donahue and Sugden.

Batteries: Dineen and Crlger;
er and Powers.

4
Be-mi-

Cincinnati
Chicago

R

H

E

6

10
3

0

0

4

Har-

R H E
At Brooklyn
2
9 15
Brooklyn
1
5 13
Boston
Batteries: Jones, Ritter and Ahearn;
Malarkey and Moran.
New York

Philadelphia

R

H E

11
3

11
8

Batteries: Matthewson and
Frazer and Wroth.

Bower-man-

0
1
;

Western League
R H E
At Kansas City
8 14
0
Kansas City
1
2
7
Peoria
Batteries: Halla and Messitt; Allo-waand Wllsoa.
y

HUE

At Denver
8
6
3
Denver
6
3
8
Omaha
Whiteridge and Schlel;
Batteries:
Henderson an I Gondlng.

At Colorado Springs
Des Moines

NEW CURE FOR

CONSUMPTION

The
i

0ver Eighty Per Cent in the First Stage and l
biventy Per Cent in the Second Stage
of This Disease are Cured by the
NEW

OZONOFORM

As to a cure for consumption,

Citizen

TREATMENT

Job

there has been endless theorizing

and numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
There are of course very
reasons why these "discoverers" should withhold from the public Information as to the nature
of their remedies, but if this is necessary, It Is hardly likely to beget
widespread confidence.

Office

THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
The new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which has been
introduced by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and is now being tried with the
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Building, San Antonio, la sharply differentiated from the other
cures first Is the fact that its nature is openly proclaimed by its
originator, Dr. Kretchmeyer of Berlin, and second, that it is founded,
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
but on the results 01 years of study and experimentation alonj the lines
which modern scientific thought has indicated as the most likely to
bring about satisfactory results.
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
much information of value to consumptives is contained in a book
which has recently been puUished by Dr. Fielding It is a handsomely
illustrated work, and everyone interested in the subject should write or
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
of it. It is sent free of charge.

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to

R
S

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for
custo
mers given special g
out-of-to-

From the Miner.
Sheriff Lovin and Deputy Temple-madeparted with seven prisoners.
Four of the men will be turned over
to the United States authorities at
Prescott, one to the insane asylum at
Phoenix and two will be taken on to
the penitentiary at Yuma.
Mrs. M. J. Russell, mother of C. H.
Burlock, died suddenly at her home In
Mr. Burlock,
Oceanslde, California.
who was In Gold Road, was called up
over the long distance 'phone and ap
prised of his great loss. He came to
Kingman at once and took the evening
train for Oceanslde.
Will J. Tarr, of Los Angeles, and
Mr. and Mrs. McMullen, of West Superior, Wisconsin, have been in Mohave county several days this week
and looked over the turquoise mines
of the Mineral Park country, in which
Mr. Tarr Is interested. Mr. McMullen
Is considering an Investment proposi.
tlon In some of the mines and the deal
may be consummated. Mineral Park
turquoise has the call in the market
and many fine gems have been taken
from that locality.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mlainj, rail estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

la one signal which foretells physical
Another is pale lifeless skin.
The muscles Blirink and become flab-bthe boily becomes emaciated, and
there Is an early tendency to round
Moulders. The step lacks elasticity,
the nerves become weak; mental and
physical activity are a burden.
This condition is cnlled Nervous Debility; It is cured by the use of

dccRjr.

SI 00 per box; 6 boxes fwith lenal
eunrautee tonne or refund the money),
Rook free.
Peal Mboicinb

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Drying' preparations simply develop dry catarrh ; thoy dry up the secretions,
which adhere to the membrane and decompose, causing a far more serious troublo than
R H E the ordinary form of entarrh. Avoid all dry.
At St. Joseph
4
1
5
Milwaukee
iug inhalants, fumes, smokes and mill's
8
0 aud use thut which cleanses, soothes and
6
St. Joseph
Batteries:
Lucia, Swarmstead and heals. Ely's Cream Balm is such a remedy
and will cure catarrh or cold in the bend
Bollendorf; Garvin and Howey.
easily and pleasantly.
A trial size will be
mailed for 10 cents. All druggists sell the
American Association.
6O0. size. Ely Brothers, fifi Warren St. , N. Y.
At Toledo
The Balm cures w ithout puiu, does not
6 irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
Toledo
4 over an irritated and angry surface, relievColumbus
ing immediately the pninful inflammation.
At Minneapolis
With Ely's Cream ltalin you are armed
2
Minneapolis
against Hatwl CatariU aud Huy Fever.
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Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

ryri rTies

i

:

4

does.

Books
The CITIZEN Lis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Money back If it fails. Trial Bottles free.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

291

4

0

ANSWER IT HONESTLY.
Are the Statements
of Albuquerque
Citizens Not More Reliable Than
Those of Utter Strangers?
This Is a vital question.
It Is fraught with interest to Albu-

querque.
It permits of only one answer.
It cannot be evaded or ignored.
An Albuquerque citizen speaks here,
Speans for the welfare of Albuquerque.

citizen's statement Is reliable,,
An utter stranger's doubtful.
Home proof is the best proof.
B. H. Thomas, Rooming House, 509
South Second street, says: "I have
read somewhere that backache was
generally an indication of kidney complaint and when there was added to It
trouble with the kidney secretions and
signs were unmistakable.
When I
contracted a cold with these annoyances exlst"d and for eight months if
one attack ceased another was sure to
follow, so that I can consistently say I
was almost bothered continually.
I
finally went to the Alvarado Pharmacy
for Doan's Kidney Pills and took a
course of the treatment. It did exactly as promised stopped the annoyance very promptly and very effective-
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Book
Binding

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDINO.

COMHERCIAL
I

rees!

I

rees!
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rees!

DO YOU WANT TkF.BS?

A .4

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Shrubbery and Strawberry Plants.

Thoroughly
SPFCKI.

Acclamated-Nic- e

ATTENTION OIVFN TO PACKIVQ

Send for Price

l.l(t--Vo-

..Sa,iTta ITe

We

Clean Stock

Never

AND SMIPPIVQ

Patronege Solicited.

Nursery..

GRANT R1VENBURG,

Proprietor

6

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, catalogues, etc., bound
inj any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

A

i no waste or tnne tsoay.
Every seven days the blood, muscles
and bones of a man of average size
loses two pounds of wornout tissue.
This waste cannot be replenished and
the health and strength kept up without perfect digestion. When the stomach and digestive organs fail to per
form their functions, the strength lets
down, health gives way, and disease
set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables
the stomach and digestive organs to
digest and assimilate all of the wholesome food that may be eaten into the
kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues
and protects the health and strength
of the mind and body. Kodol cures
Indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach ly."
troubles. It Is an ideal spring tonic.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Sold by B. II. Briggs & Co.. S. Vaun cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
& Son.
Remember the name Doan'g and take
Subscribe for The Citizen.
no substitute.
26

j

Blank

Dric,

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

A Perfect

Cure

do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

rr

ptfcr.

Fnr

Will Not

4

5

Louisville
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Kansas City

for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

I.V00.

0
8
Colorado Springs
Batteries:
Leltner and Marshall;
Curtis, Newmeyer and Starnagle.

Milwaukee
At Indianapolis-Indianap- olis

The Latest
Type Faces

drains.

VtsO.

2

very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

They feed the hungry nerves, revive
the weakened organs and make life
brighter and sweeter to any man or
woman who has suffered from physical

Just receiveu a targe assortment of
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber,

H E Grant building.

11
10

The Blues

n

wn

attention.

KINGMAN.

Batteries: Sudhoff and Pletz;
dy, Wicker and Kling.

At Philadelphia

to

Bend-

National League.
At Cincinnati

PJ03

2

(so-calle-

Chicago
Detroit

At Cleveland

MAY
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I Disappoint

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN SATUK AY
ball will be In the nature of a benefit
for the Ladles' Home, it will be popular not alone for this reason, but on
account also of the prime social characteristics of the hosts.
William White, the well known Las
Vegas wool buyer. Is heard from at
Yakima, Wash.. He hag submitted to
the wool growers of that city a proposition for establishing a scouring mill
to cost $8,000. If his conditions are
met the mill will be established for
business this summer. Id. asks sheepmen to advance $3,0)0, to be repaid In
three years.
Postmaster F. O. Blond was busily
engaged In putting In letter boxes on
the west side recently, having Just received sixteen new boxes, fourteen of
which will be Installed on the west
side Immediately. He has also ordered two large package boxes which he
will have placed In position on the
plaza as soon as they arrive.

THE MEN

There was a hurry call for the ambulance of the City Hospital. In the course of a few moments t.
woman was brought in on a stretcher she was pale as death l evidently suffering keen agony,
lnere was a hasty examination and consultation, and in less than a quarto of an hour the poor creature was
on the operating table to undergo an operation for ovaritis.
The above is an accurate account of an incident which occured
New York recently; the young
woman in question had warnings enough of her dangerous condition itin the terrible pains and burning
sensation low down In her left 6ide.
She had no one to advise her, and 6he suffered torture until it
was too late for anything to save her life.
bicK
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-
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Women should remember that If they do not care to tell a doctor their
troubles, they should be willing to tell them to a woman, who stands ever
ready to advise and help them. Again we state that J Irs. Pinkham's advice is
freely and confidentially given to every one who asks f?v it. Address, Lynn, Hass.
The following letters prove beyond question tl at Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has the power to cure, and doer, cure thousands of cases
of inflammation of the ovaries, womb, and all ot!:er derangements of the
female organism.
MRS. OTTOSON SAVED FROM A SURGICAL OPERATION.
" Drab Mrs. Pinkuam : I cannot thank you enough for what your Vegetable
Compound has done for me. If it had not been for your medicine, I think I would
have died.
"I will tell you how I Buffered. I could hardly walk, was unable to sleep or eat.
Menstruation was Irregular. At last I had to stay in my bed, and flowed so badly that
they sent for a doctor, who said I had inflammation of the ovaries, and must go
through an operation, as no medicine could help mo, but I could not do that.
"I received a little book of yours, and after reading it I concluded to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I am now a well woman. I shall praise
your medicine as long as I live, and also recommend the same to any one suffering as I
was."

Stick to the medicine
J

that

Mits. Mwirai Ottqbon, Otho, Iowa.

(June 9, 1001.)

.,,.;,.,,

Follow the record of this medicine, and remember that these thousands of
cures oi women wnose letters are constantly printed in this paper were
not brought about by "something else," but by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, the great Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.
Those women who refuse to accept anything else are rewarded a
hundred thousand times, for thev eet what thev want a cure. Moral
you know is Best Write to Mrs. lMnkham for advice.

INFLAMMATION OP THE OVARIES CURED WITHOUT THE KNIFE.
" Drab Mrs. Pinkham : I wish to express my gratitude for the restored health and happiness Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has brought into my life.
"I ad suffered for three years with terrible pains at the time of menstruation, and did not know what the
trouble was until the doctor pronounced it inflammation of the ovaries, and proposed an operation.
and sick that I felt sure I could not survive the ordeal, and so I told him that I would not
"I felt soTheweak
undergo it.
following week I read an advertisement in the paper of your Vegetable Compound in such an
emergency, and so I decided to try it. Great was my joy to find that I actually improved after taking two bottles,
so I kept taking it for ten weeks, and at the end of that time I was cured. I had gained eighteen pounds
and was in excellent health, and am now.
" You surely deserve great success, and you have my very best wishes."
Miss Alice Bailkt, 50 Nortk
Boulevard,
Atlanta, Ga., Treasurer St. Francis Benevolent Association.

wemnnot forthwith prodne
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Mrs. Baiuuiui, at ner parlors. No
First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expitlon store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dc
hair dressiing, treat corns, bunlont
and ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of com
.. plexlon cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shf
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It is highly recom
mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tital.
Automatic telephone 490.
205 South

The Citizen

15

cents per week.

Notice of Forfeiture.

Territory of Arizona, County of

Co-

chise, 88.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and assigns:
You are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars (1100.00)
in labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate In
Peralta Canon, Cochitl District, Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, aa will appear
by certificate filed February 8, lb9S, la
the office of the recorder of Bald County, in order to hold said premises under the provisions of section 2324 Revised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold the
same for the year ending December 31,
1902.

And if within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fall or refuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest in the said claim will become the property of the subscriber under said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
r,

--

i

ALEX CONRAD,

Signature.

C

th original letter, and rignitnrc of bove testimonial", which will prove
Lydia K. Jlnkliam Mmllcin to.. Lynn. Nw.

Our linen display Is attractive; our
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
o

We are headquarters for lace cur
tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o

Tins

CLEANSING
AN It HEALING
tUKK FOU

CATARRH

CATARRH

See our new spring line of carpets.

Ely's Cream Balm

Roosevelt Rite.
President Roosevelt will be

Eaey and pleasnnt to
CuntAius
no In
m
jitrione drug.
It U quickly absorbed,
iiivea Keliefat once.
It Open andrai-a'- Clean ,
the Nana.
COLD N
All its Initamnifttiuu.
Heal, and I'mtecU the Memhrnne. Keatoret th
Hmim of Tate and HmelL forge Pibp, IW cents at
Druirictnor tr mini ; Tri-i- l R:7, 10 cvnti by mail.
ELY B HOT UK US. &d Warren (street. New urk.

We can save you money. Albert Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.

in Santa
HEAD
Fe May 5 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For
this occasion we will sell round trip
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and 6,
good to return May 6, for one fare at
3.45. To bona fide members of the
LAS VEGAS.
national guaru in uniform we will
make the low rate of $1.76 for the From the Optic.
Mrs. Ous Peterson, who was so sucround trip. F. L. Myers, agent,
o
cessfully operated upon for cancer the
Spring Goods
other day, Ih reported an Improving
In mattings, wicker goods, rockers, nicely.
1150 and up. Gasoline and oil stoves,
Thos. R. Daly, who has spent conrefrigerators, $10.00 and up. Linoleum, siderable
time in Las Vegas during the
carpets, etc. We want your trade;
years, has decided to start
two
last
either cash or time. We Can't be unIn physical culture In the city.
classes
dersold. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
Word from various sections tells of
end of Viaduct.
frost last night.
Id few instances,
o
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for however, was damage done, as the unEaster, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail- seasonable weather of April delayed
all vegetation.
road Avenue Clothier.
Miss Delflna Alexander has peti
tioned the probate court for an abso
F. A. Jones, E. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
lute divorce from her mother, Clara
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surve Alexander, on the grounds of cruel and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Inhuman treatment, and asks that she
Correspondence solicited.
be placed under the guardianship of
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas Mrs. Leila Myers.
Miss Anna Ward, daughter of Mrs.
shoes are at hand.
Everv stria Is
shown from the patent leather vlcl J. H. Ward was thrown from the back
aress snoe to the heavy box calf work- of a horse while out riding and badly
ing styles, at $3 and $3.60.
Simon shaken up although not seriously hurt.
The accident resulted from the saddle
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
turning, causing the young lady to
lose her balance.
FURNISHED ROOMS.
for light housekeeping, with or with
Rafael Romero, of Los Alamos, died
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis from the effects of a fall from his wagHouse, between Hunlng and Coal, on on while on the way home from this
Second street.
city a few days ago. He fell directly
under the wagon, the wheels of which
Indianapolis, Inil , June 9 1 4, 1903, passing over his body, crushed him to
annual meeting Travelers' Protective such an extent that he could not re
Association of America. Rate one fare cover.
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
The city retail clerks' local has laid
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20. promising plans for a first annual ball
For further information call at ticket to be given at the Montezuma hotel
office. F. L. Myers, agent.
casino Thursday evening, May 7. The

A

Farmer Straightened Out

if not satisfied after using It he need
not pay a cent for it," says C. P. Ray-deof i'attens Mills, N. Y. "A few
days later he walked Into the store as
straight as a string and handed me a
dollar saying, 'give me another bottle
of cnamberlaln's Pain Halm. I want it
In the house all the time for It cured
me." For sale by all druggists.

r,

PRESIDENT'S
Silver City Will

RECEPTION.
Be

Represented

by.

Well Known Citizens.
Several Silver City people have slg
nifled their Intention of Journeying to

Albuquerqne or Santa Fe to attend the
reception to President Roosevelt next
Tuesday, May 5. Urgent Invitations
from
reception committees', both at
Albuquerque and Santa Ke, have been
received by a large number of people
In the city, but so far as known only a
small percentage of them will accept.
The Santa Fe has made a rate of one
fare for the round trip, effective Sunday evening, May 3. Among those who
will attend are Mayor Fleming, W. H.
Neweomb, W. F. Lorenz and O. G.
Enterprise.
My-rh-

Lttle Early Riser.
now and then, at bedtime, will cure
constipation,
biliousness and liver
trouble. DeV'ltt's Little Early ntsers
are famous little pills that cure by
arousing the secretions, moving the
bowels gently, yet effectually, and giving such tone and strength to the
glands of the stomach and liver that
the cause of the trouble is removed
entirely, and if their use is contiued
'or a few days, there will be no return
of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Brlggs
& Co., S. Vann & Son.
A

Accidentally Shot.
James Beller, a cowboy in the employ of the Lyons Campbell Cattle
company, accidentally shot himself
through the calf of the log late yesterday afternoon at the local Btock yards
Beller was helping In the . round
up. In some way his
became unfastened from his belt and
Bllpped down his leg. It got as far as
his knee when It was discharged, the
L.-C-
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"A man living on a farm near here
came in a short time ago completely
doubled up with rheumatism. I handed
him a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain
ltalm and told him to use it freely and
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From the New Mexican.
N. Salmon's Arabian horse, which
has been on the Pecos valley during
the past winter, will be brought to this
city Monday .
The following real estate transfer Is
reported by the probate clerk and ex
officio recorder of this county: John
Krlok and wife to Elizabeth Griffin lots
1, 2. 3, and 4, block 6, Cerrlllos, N. M.;
consideration, $560.
Santa Fe wool dealers are of the
opinion that between l.Suu.noo and 2
000,000 pounds of wool will be handled
and shipped from this city and Lamy
during this spring's wool season. The
wool clip Is expected to exreed that of
1902 considerably.
C. W. Dudrow, who is suffering from
a severe attack of rheumatism at Ojo
Callente, where he went several weeks
ago, shows no signs of Improvement
according to the last report received
from that place. Mrs. Dudrow Is at his
bedside. Mr. Dudrow will be brought
home Saturday night, If It is possible
to make the trip with him.
The Antonito, Colo., base ball team
wants to play the Mechanics of this
city a game in Santa Fe on the after
noon of the day of the president's visit
to the city. It has not yet been decld
ed whether or not to accept the chal
lenge, but a meeting will be held at
which the members of the team will
decide the question.
W. S. Fletcher, adjutant of Carleton
post, O. A. R.. informs the New Mexi
can that N. M. Clark, who was found
dead Wednesday morning In a rooi
on Gallsteo street, was a veteran of
the Mexican war, and that his medal
of honor is now in the possessslon of
Carleton post, also that arrangements
are being made to Inter the body of
the old veteran In the national cemetery.
A. R. Gibson, proprietor of the "Sunmount addition" to this city, has given
the contract for cedar posts and wire
wherewith to fence the entire addition.
There will be gates for egress and In
gress, which will open on the public
roads surrounding the addition. The
contract for forty-eigh- t
Iron sign posts
and street signs has also been let by
him. These will be erected at corners
of the streets in the addition.

1903
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When you want a pleasant physic
For sale by

2

Who Enjoy the Choicest Products
of the World's Commerce.

try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. They are easy to take and

pleasant In effect.
druggists.

MAY
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SYRUP OF FIGS
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nip Co., which enates il:.t
unit purity
in a nii.,ly
for family use. A.k any
ol
who is wed Informed and lie
answer at once that It Is an cxci lb ut
ed
Well-Informlaxative.
If ut an eminent in b.s profession and lias made a fpec.al study of
laxatives and their effects upon the sys.
tun be will tell you that It Is the host
of family laxatives, because It Is simple and wholesome and elianses nnd
sweetens the system effectually, when
a laxative is nteJtd, without any
Manufactured bu
Every
druEsift of reputable standing
knows that Syrup of Figs Is an excellent laxative and Is glad to sell It. at
the regular price of fifty cents per bottle, because it gives general sat hi action, but one should n member that in
order to get the beneficial effects of
Syrup of Figs It Is necessary to buy the
genuine, which is sold In original pack-ae- s
only: the name of the remedy-Syr- up
Franclico,
of Figs and also the full name of
Ky.
the Company California FIr Syrup Co.
printed on the front of every package. FOB SALE BY ALL LEADIXO
DRrGOISTS.
phy.-i-cla-

The
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Iouisvill,

Sr

Cm.

Nw York,

PRICE

FIFl'T

N. Y.

VESTS PER BOTTLS.

trigger probably having caught In the
clothing.
The ball passed clear
through the fleshy part of the leg, creating a painful but not serious wound.
He is confined at the Ladles' hospital.
Silver City Enterprise.

Ten and 15 cent box lunches at any
hour of the day at the Chicago Restaurant, Railroad avenue.

The Best Liniment.
"I have derived great benefit from
the use of Chamberlain's Pain Balm
for rheumatism and lumbago," says
Mrs. Anna Hagelgans, of Tuckahoe,
N. J. "My husband used It for a sprained back and was also quickly relieved.
In fact It Is the best family liniment
I i.ave ever used. I would not tn.i
of being wthont It. I have recommended to many and they always speak
very highly of It and declare its merits
are wonderful." For sale by all druggists.

Electrical Works,
M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer DEVOE'S READY . MIXED PAIN
In all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door bells, chandallers and One Gallon uovera 300 Square Feet
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
TWO COATS.
and motors, and special wiring. AutoIMTKR'S 8UPPUESmatic 'phone 401.

OPERATOR

IN

'resh meals

Kleinwort's

market

In the city.

SCIENCE SCORES AGAIN.
Preparation That Will Destroy the
Dandruff Germ Discovered.
Finally the scientific student has
discovered a certain remedy for dandruff. When it first became known
that dandruff is the result of a germ
or parasite that digs into the scalp.
and saps the vitality of hair at the
root, causing falling hair and baldness,
biologists set to work to discover some
preparation that will kill the germ.
After a year's labor In one laboratory,
tne dandruff germ destroyer was discovered; and It is now embodied in
Newbro's Herplclde, which besides
curing baldness, and thinning hair,
speedily and permanently eradicates
dandruff. "Destroy the cause you remove the effect."
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
luc in stamps for sample to i he
Co., Detroit, Mich. B. Ii. Briggi
& Co., special agents.
A
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All kinds of stone and marble work.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO

rested for Forging a Telegraphic
Pass.
Ben Williams, of the secret service
department of the Santa Fe, brought a
young man, David Drohn, here this
morning from I.a Junta and turned
hlra over to Sheriff Clark.
Drohn has been night operator for
the Santa Fe at Thatcher. Yesterday
morning he boarded east bound pas
senger train No. 8. Previously he had
forged, go It Is claimed, a telegraphic
pass signed F. E. Reed and counter
signed C. A. Schrum.
The latter Is agent at Thatcher, but
the former may be anybody or nobody.
Drohn presented the pass to Conduc
tor Oatchell, who took it up and col
lected fare to La Junta. That was not
all. When the train arrived at La
Junta he had Mr. Williams arrest the
operator.
The pass read good from xuatcher
to Kansas City and return.
Young Drohn will be arraigned be
fore Justice Mllliken for preliminary
hearing either this afternoon or tomorrow. Trinidad Chronicle News.

on

street. He has the nicest
n

JAIL.

David Drohn, a Santa Fe Employe Ar-

o

Look Into
Morth Third

Slot Machine Warning

& CO.

The Chicago Restaurant and Short
Order House.
Meals and short orders at all hours
of the day. Boarding by tke week at
reduced rates. Remember the place
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
market and French bakery.
o

"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
"Lesser Platinum PrintB" on sale at
Santa Fe ticke.1 office for 25 cents. Call
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
o

Rsort

Mesa

SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS

Three miles from town, Just north
5.60 to 40.0u
Harness
of Mountain road. Covered wagon tin
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
and back every day. Tent room with
$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
best of water or board and lodging;
terms reasonable. For particulars in- Flnt Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dusters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
quire this office.
o

Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Caf. Whip
15c to $1.50
We will have on sale to Coronado
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs
day and Saturday during May. June.
July, August and September. 1902: 40U Railroad Avenue
Albuaucrque
round trip tickets at rate of 135, limit
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
either direction west of Barstow, CaL
ror further Information call on ticket Second street, between Ksiuxad and
joppw --vena
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
h. L. Myers, agent.
Horses and Mules bought and exchang
ed.
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts.
Livery, Bale, Feed and
transfer gtabls
all the new color combinations and
white, pleated. 11.00 and 12.R0 St.
MON STERN, the Railroad avenue BEIT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
clothier.
Address W. L. TRIMBLR tc CO,
Albuquerque, N. M.
You Need an Electric Fan.
The season begins on the first of
May. Order now, so that your fan will OneRTinuto
be in when you want to use it. Elec
For Coughs, Colds ni.d Croup.
tric Light & Power company.

Thos- F.

Keleher

Cough Cure

.

Every Woman

o

i.niiurenB' brash and fancy straw
sailor hats, something new in design
and pattern, 50 cents and 75 cents
SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
clothier.
ii

Japanese and China matting in all

grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
svenue.

Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana Pur.
chase Exposition, April 30 and May
2, 1903. National and International
Good Roads Convention, April 27,
May 2, 1903. St Louis.
One fare plus $2 for round trlD:
dates of sale. April 28 and 29, good to
leave St. Louis up to May 4. For further Information call on ticket agent
P. L. Myers, agent.

Spring suits of superior quality and
superior workmanship. A picked showing of the best products of the season.
The very latest novelties In the finest
crades of pure wool cassimerea and
pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
stock of clothing ever brought to the
Boys' W. L. Douglas 12.60 shoes-stron- gest
territory. Call around and let us show
boys' shoe in the world-m- ade
you.
SIMON STERN,
of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.60.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
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FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securii
permanent relief from irregular i
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitute by pur
chasing only from our agent
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M.. aole asent
for Bernalillo count
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cars, Just to get use! to tiding before
Screwwork done by the
uie Albuquerque t lx trie cars begin planing mill. Gold avenue.
3

WfitKE

TO WUHSrtlr.

going.

i

V

Phoenix

J. Lederer, a

rt-- t

Elegant Street Hats.
new styles of ladles' and
misses' hats Just received at O'Brien
Sisters, 312 West Railroad avenue.

business man

i i

of New York City,
has been spending the winter nwntlis here for bis
health, will leave n t Tuesday evening for his home.
Mr. Lederer is
greatly pleased
nh the fine climate of Albuquerque and his health
has greatly improved. He will return
to this city hgaln
fall and his
many friends here will be glad to wel-

JUSTCAMEIM.

Sixty-fiv- e

Owing to Rev. Robert Rrnlson being
In Silver City attending the yearly
Episcopal convocation, there will be
no service In 3t. John's church on Sunday. Sunday school will be held as
usual.
Congregational church, cast end of
viaduct, W. J. Marsh, pastor Sunday
school at 10 a. m. Communion service come him back.
and reception of members of church
If you need screw work have it done
Junior Endeavor
at 11 a. m.
at 2:30 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30 by the Phoenix pluniin; mill, Gold avep. m. Song service and preaching ser- nue.
o
vices at 8 p. m. All are cordially inHall & Leanard keep all their pianos
vited.
Christian Science services at Odd In tune free for one year and will make
Fellows' hall Sunday morning at 11 every promise and guarantee good.
o'clock.
Tonight at Zelgei s Cafe you will be
Highland Methodist church, South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sun delighted with the fine and wholeday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth Lea some lunch served.
gue at 7 p. m.; preaching at 11 a. m.
The Out) serves to please and are
and 8 p. m. by the pastor. The Lord's
supper. Baptism and reception of mem- pleased to serve those appetizing Satbers of church at the morning hour. urday evening lunches.
A cordial welcome for all. Strangers
It s the lunch we serve that draws
especially Invited.
If you have no
the
large crowds at the White Elechurch home In the city, we bid you phant every
Saturday night.
Bock
welcome among us.
f
tonight
Lutheran church, 312 North Third
o
street, Rev. K. Richter, pastor. Sun
The Saturday night lunch at Zeiger's
day school at 10 a. m.; no preaching; Cafe has Just the right degree of appeLuther League at 7:30 p. m. All are tizing quality, which Is so essential.
welcome. Rev. R. Richter. pastor.
Screwwork done by the Phoenix
Presbyterian church, Silver avenue
and Fifth street, T. C. Beattie, pastor. planing mill, Gold avenue.
o
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m
Its your own fault if you miss an
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C.
eiijojaoie Dock wurst lunch at the
E. at 7:15 p. m. Junior Christian En
White f.iephurt tonight.
deavor at 3 p. m. All are cordially In
vited.
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied
Baptist church, Broadway and Lead customers, which is worth considering
avenue, one block north of viaduct wnen about to place your order for a
Herman J. Powell, pastor, 313 South piano.
Arno, bell 'phone A47 Yourself and
You have all heard of the Club
friends are cordially invited to the fol
lowing services: Public worship with where the best lunch is served, If not
sermon by the pastor at 11 a. m. on come around tonight.
n
'The Master Teacher's Lesson from
Do you want a piano? If so call at
the Seed, a Study in Nature-Truths- .'
Hall & Learnanl's, that Is about all
Evening song and sermon at 8 o'clock
that Is necessary.
theme "Fitting Welcome to Our Presi
dent and to Our King." The Lord's
Dancing at Orchestrion hall this eve- supper will follow the evening service. nlng. Music by
orchestraBible school, 9:50. Young people's un- - Come and bring your friends.
on at 7:15. Strangers welcome.
There is such a thing as a piano bar
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church, corner Lead avenue and South gain. We have decided to sell all our
Third street. Rev. Frederick V. Fisher, used and traded in pianos at figures
pastor Communion service at 11 a. m. that Justify us In advertising piano
with address by the pastor. At 8 p. m bargains. Call and Investigate.
the pastor will preach on "Heaven,
If you enjoy a lunch Saturday nleht
Where Is It? What Is It Like? Who before going home,
you will be served
Ives There;" the last of the sermons
at the White Elephant.
on the "After Life." unday school at
o
For piano bargains call at Hall &
9:45 a. m. Epworth League at 7 p. m.
The workers of this church are invit- Learnard s.
ed to a special prayer meeting at 6 a
a musical play, called "The Dress
All interested in their spiritual wel
Rehearsal," with fine scenery and
fare Invited.
beautiful stage effects, will be given at
Colombo hall the last week In the
month of ay.' Be sure not to miss
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
this Interesting event.
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STYLES IN OXFORDS
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are smarter than ever. This store is stocked
with the latest production. We show a wide

variety of leathers, shapes, toes and heels
Patent Kid Oxfords - Hand Turn

93. SO
c

Patent KM Oxfords

Extension Holes

93. OO

0

Kid Oxfords Hand

0

Turn

92.25, 92. SO and 93.00

x

0

Kid Oxfords

0

Dongola Oxfords

Extension Soles

92.29 and 92.79
McKay sewed

91.SO,

91.es and 91.73

A GOOD

LETTUCE SALAD

made with the One olive oil which you
can obtain here good greena, of
course, as the basis Is one of the
most healthful, at the same time
toothsome, articles of the Spring bill
of fare. Ask your doctor about olive
oil; but be sure to come here for the
genuine goods.

F Successor
F TBOTTEB
to J.
L. Bell & Co.

.Nor.

--

bulancp

Hospital Am

Day and

and 120 South Second SL

IRIS BRAND
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
& trial, we know we can please you.
D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers,

0. W. STRONG & SONS,
run a modern

118

Night

o

SNAP.
Six lots in the Highland, will trade
for milk cows or one good horse and
phaeton. Address "D," Citizen office.
A

Prompt and Careful Service
BOTH PHONE.S
201 ?M North Second

iWONfv

ro

Notice.
I am not and never have been connected with, any company in New
Mexico.
C. LAFONT.

St

LOAN,

o
ciu vi.aruuijus.
aicurn, etc, or any
A Square Piano.
od security, aUu Duait.ihoVl
goodi
.ored "vittj me, strictly confidential,
If you do not feel able to purchase a
'"ijliest iash price paid for household new upright piano
for your children to
od
Uitomatlc 'phone 120.
T a. VVHITTEN. U Unid avenue learn on, why not purchase a good
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
KEEP COOL.
We will take it back in exchange for
'1 luring the warm months
by using a new upright any time within one
Electric Fans. Season opens May 1. year. See us about It.
Order now. Electric Light & Power
Boys' brash and duck suits In
company.
sailors and double breasted, in
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
white, blue and brown; handsomely
Home made bread, cakeg and pies, trimmed, $1.50 to $2.50.
SIMON
Iresh from the oven every day. Brown STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
bread and baked beans, Yankee stylo,
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
New Pattern Hats
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516
Just received and on sale today. To
South Second street. Bell 'Phone 113. see them will be to buy them, at
Sisters, 312 West Railroad
Men's canvas shoes, $1.15 to $1.50; O'Brien
avenue.
$1
15;
canvass
oxfords,
boys'
men's
o
anvas shoes, 3 to 5, $1.15; youths'
For Sale.
canvas shoes, 13 to 2, $1.00; childrena'
We now have a number of square
canvas shoes, 9 to 12, 90c. They wear pianos on hand all of which must be
well and will make your feet comforf-alde- . sold to make room for new stock. If
Buy them at C. May's Popular you want a bargain see Hall & Learnard about it.
'Priced Shoe Store. 208 West Itallroad
o
avenue.
The Citizen 15 cents per week.
j
Nor-folk-

o-c-- o

o-oo- o

o o o
-
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SPRING

ATTIRE

We would suggest that
you select your Spring
suit now while our stock
is full and complete.

V.Jw

mult

In

raney L3

Casslmeres and Cheviot

S12 to S18
Uib'itl Uuderwear
91 .OO per suit
Pine lLtlbriKun Underwear.. ..
Viae

91. OO

per suit

French nalbrig'un Underwear..

91 .SO per suit
Fancy llalbrlfjiran Underwear...
,

92. SO per suit

Fancy Lish Thread UmWwear..

93. SO per suit

En La

Washburn

The birds were singing as evening fell
Of something coming too sweet to tell;
The girls are In It, the boys are not;
I cannot tell you now Just what
They are going to do, but come away;
To Colombo hall in the month of May,
Save your nickels and save your dimes
And go and have the best of times.

x

at

I

post-offic-

Come In

Patent Vlcl,

Vlcl Kid and

Valour-o-

f

the newest styles

WEILLER
CO.
GROCERS.
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh.
D.

.

all

SEE THE DISPLAY IN WINDOW

First StreetNatatorium.

The First street natatorium
Is
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10
p. m. Ladies and gentlemen will find
this resort first class In all its appointments. Tuesday nights will be reserved
for private parties If engaged on or before the previous Saturday. For terms
apply at the office.

j

Noticed

We, the undersigned, have turned
over all of our gas supplies, including
gas stoves, and ranges and all
fittings to the Albuquerque Hardware company, who In the future
will do all classes of gas work on the
same basis as we have heretofore for
our consumers, and ask you, when you
wish estimates on or gas work done,
to kindly call on them for same.
ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECTRIC
LIGHT & POWER CO.

Reiry-Devin-

ATTENTION!
Piano Buyers,
Piano Bargains!
.. Piano Bargains!
iimu me pasi rour months we
have sold and delivered two car loads
of pianos.
A number of customers
who purchased new pianos from us
exchanged old or slightly used pianos
as part payment. It is these used pianos we are now offering at exceptionally low figures in order to clean out
and reduce our stock and make room
this month for another car load. If
you have a child whom you desire to
educate In music, an accomplishment
for any young man or woman worth
many times the cost In time and
money required to learn, and you do
not feel able at this time to pay three
or five hundred dollars for a new piano why not cail on us or write for
Information regarding these pianos, which include good squares and
uprights, all the way from $25 up to
$165, a number of which we will guarantee In every way. If you Intend to
buy a piano some day and do not feel
able to buy a new one, and tome member of your household Is now old
enough to take up music do not lose
the most valuable year when you can
place an Instrument with a good tone
and action In your home afthe low
prices we are now quoting on pianos
At least, before deciding not to buv
call and give us ten minutes of your
time. That is all we will ask of you

FLAGSI

In Oxfords and High Cuts

For the President Roosevelt reception.
See S. E. Newcomer, next to the

r.--

The master mason degree will be
worked this evening on several candidates by Temple lodge No. 6, A. F. and
M. All visiting brothers welcome.
The rush of New Mexico cattle east
and to northern grazing grounds, began this morning. Three trains loaded
at southern points were scheduled to
pass through today.
A freight wreck, two miles this side
f Wlnslow, was the cause of the de
lay of passenger train No. 2, due to
arrive here 8:05 o'clock this morning,
but late eight hours, arriving at 4
o'clock this afternoon. The wreck Is
not reported as a serious one.
Thirty-sitroopers, three
officers and one hospital
corps man, under command of Lieutenant Poilion. arrived in the city this
arternoon from Fort Wlngate. and are
camped north of the town. They win
act as escort to President Roosevelt on
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. J. G. Albright, the proprietress
of the Albright Art porlars, will leave
tomorrow morning for Milwaukee,
Wis., where Miss Claude, her daughter, is at present filling an engagement
with tne New York Castle Square
Opera company. The lady will be absent several months.
The Athletic club of the New Mex
ico university is holding a practice
meet on the new oval this afternoon.
The oval la In good shape and Is a one- fifth of a mile track. The boys are
under the guidance of Prof. R. T. Blair,
and are working hard so as to carry
off the plum If the intercollegiate track
meet is held here.
At the Third ward school yesterday
there was a spelling match with the
Fourth ward school. The third and
fourth grades of the third were victorious, with Otto Newlander as champion.
In the fifth and sixth grades
the Fourth ward carried off the plum,
I.yle Abbott remaining champion. Another contest takes places next Friday.
.Members of the Italian band are requested to meet at the band room
promptly at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
At 4 o'clock the ilag raising
will take place at the city park and the
band will render the music for the occasion. The pole was put in position
this morning, and Old Glory will be
hoisted to the breezes tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Dr. G. W. Harrison
returned this
morning from Santa Rosa, N. M.,
where he is Interested In some wells
being sunk for oil. He says that some
fine prospects of oil are evident and
that those Interested In sinking the
well are living in hopes. One well was
put down 1,000 feet, but abandoned on
account of water. At a depth of 600
feet quite a strong flow of gas was
struck. Dr. Harrison stopped off a
day In El Paso and tried their street

The Celebrated
W. La Douglas

Mrs. D. D. Cloverdale, at the No
Name store, wants your continued
patronage. Her sales are constantly
Increasing, which proves conclusively
that her prices are right. If you want
an up to date hat at a reasonabl
price call and see her.

FLAGS!
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We can supply yor wants In oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Railroad avenue.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

E. L POST & CO.
HARDWARE

DELICATESSEN STORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tic
kle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Gold Avenue Grocers.

MONEY

10

Best Grades..

LOAN

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postofQce.

Hose Nozzles

oaoooaooooaoooaopo
O

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

D

TAKE

A GOOD LOOK AT

YOURSELF

aaaoaaaoooaoaoaooo

COTIPLETE LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

"!,' ir

II iva

Yn

Seen That Case of

Pine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

fur-the- ir

'

and If you're not satisfied with the
way your shirt, collar, cuffs and
white waistcoat have been laundered,
give us a try. Moderately sneaklne.
if we fall, all others must fall. At any
rate, give us a try we'lll run the
risk.

If

We
fgSTARRETrkft

H

VloCuvy a Lirg Stock

of

Carp3nters' Tools
and

3jild3rs' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

WEST GOLD AVENUE

Imperial Laundry

of you.

Back of Postofnce.

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

OSTEOPATHY NEVER POISONS
The Body Is Better Without Drugs.
Can You Give a Rational Definition of Osxeopathy 7
Osteopathy Is a system of theraputics, based upon a thorough knowledge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
upon the body as a perfect living, automatic machine.
There are more
defective spines on earth than paupers. Get your spines In good shape
and your chances for health will be good.

ONLY

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
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2.50

5

C

Johnston

graduate of the Smith Business College, at Taducah,
Ky, has fitted up parlors at 113
North Third street,
where she will teach S TKNO;R.riIY and Typewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.
i

$2. SO
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WE 9ELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VANN

(L SON,
JEWELERS

1

